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AIR + 

AIR + BORNE  AIRBORNE ABEINORR flying [adj] 

AIR + BOUND  AIRBOUND ABDINORU stopped up by air [adj] 

AIR + BRUSH  AIRBRUSH ABHIRRSU to apply in fine spray by compressed air, as paint [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

AIR + BURST  AIRBURST ABIRRSTU explosion in air [n -S] 

AIR + BUSES  AIRBUSES ABEIRSSU AIRBUS, passenger airplane [n] 

AIR + CHECK  AIRCHECK ACCEHIKR recording made from radio broadcast [n -S] 

AIR + COACH  AIRCOACH AACCHIOR cheaper class of accommodations in commercial aircraft [n -S] 

AIR + CRAFT  AIRCRAFT AACFIRRT any machine or device capable of flying [n AIRCRAFT] 

AIR + FIELD  AIRFIELD ADEFIILR airport ([n -S] 

AIR + FRAME  AIRFRAME AAEFIMRR framework and external covering of airplane [n -S] 

AIR + LINER  AIRLINER AEIILNRR large passenger aircraft [n -S] 

AIR + PLANE  AIRPLANE AAEILNPR winged aircraft propelled by jet engines or propellers [n -S] 

AIR + POWER  AIRPOWER AEIOPRRW military strength of nation's air force [n -S] 

AIR + PROOF  AIRPROOF AFIOOPRR to make impermeable to air [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AIR + SCREW  AIRSCREW ACEIRRSW airplane propeller [n -S] 

AIR + SPACE  AIRSPACE AACEIPRS portion of atmosphere above particular land area [n -S] 

AIR + SPEED  AIRSPEED ADEEIPRS speed of aircraft with relation to air [n -S] 

AIR + STRIP  AIRSTRIP AIIPRRST runway (landing and takeoff strip for aircraft) [n -S] 

AIR + TIGHT  AIRTIGHT AGHIIRTT not allowing air to escape or enter [adj] 

AIR + WOMAN AIRWOMAN AAIMNORW female aviator (one that aviates (to fly aircraft)) [n -MEN] 
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APO + 

APO + APSIS  APOAPSIS AAIOPPSS high point in orbit [n -SES, -IDES] 

APO + GAMIC  APOGAMIC AACGIMOP APOGAMY, form of plant reproduction [adj] 

APO + LOGIA  APOLOGIA AAGILOOP formal justification or defense [n -E, -S] 

APO + PHONY  APOPHONY AHNOOPPY ablaut (patterned change in root vowels of verb forms) [n -NIES] 

APO + STATE  APOSTATE AAEOPSTT one who commits apostasy (abandonment of one's faith or principles) [n -S] 
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BED + 

BED + BOARD BEDBOARD ABBDDEOR board placed between mattress and bedspring [n -S] 

BED + CHAIR  BEDCHAIR ABCDEHIR chair near bed [n -S] 

BED + COVER  BEDCOVER BCDEEORV cover for bed [n -S] 

BED + FRAME  BEDFRAME ABDEEFMR frame of bed [n -S] 

BED + LINER  BEDLINER BDEEILNR protective covering for bed of truck [n -S] 

BED + MAKER  BEDMAKER ABDEEKMR one that makes beds [n -S] 

BED + PLATE  BEDPLATE ABDEELPT frame support [n -S] 

BED + QUILT   BEDQUILT BDEILQTU quilt for bed [n -S] 

BED + SHEET  BEDSHEET BDEEEHST sheet for bed [n -S] 

BED + SKIRT  BEDSKIRT BDEIKRST drapery attached to bed frame [n -S] 

BED + STAND  BEDSTAND ABDDENST table next to bed [n -S] 

BED + STEAD  BEDSTEAD ABDDEEST support for bed [n -S] 

BED + STRAW BEDSTRAW ABDERSTW woody herb [n -S] 
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BIO + 

BIO + ASSAY  BIOASSAY AABIOSSY to test substance (as drug) in order to determine its strength [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BIO + CLEAN  BIOCLEAN ABCEILNO free of harmful organisms [adj] 

BIO + CYCLE  BIOCYCLE BCCEILOY life-supporting region [n -S] 

BIO + ETHIC  BIOETHIC BCEHIIOT pertaining to ethical questions arising from advances in biology [adj] 

BIO + GASES  BIOGASES ABEGIOSS BIOGAS, fuel gas produced by organic waste [n] 

BIO + GENIC  BIOGENIC BCEGIINO produced by living organisms [adj] 

BIO + LOGIC  BIOLOGIC BCGIILOO drug obtained from organic source [n -S] 

BIO + METER  BIOMETER BEEIMORT device for measuring carbon dioxide given off by living matter [n -S] 

BIO + MORPH  BIOMORPH BHIMOOPR art form resembling living organism in shape [n -S] 

BIO + PLASM  BIOPLASM ABILMOPS living matter [n -S] 

BIO + SCOPE  BIOSCOPE BCEIOOPS early movie projector [n -S] 

BIO + SOLID  BIOSOLID BDIILOOS solid organic matter obtained from treated sewage [n -S] 

BIO + TOXIN  BIOTOXIN BIINOOTX poison made by plant or animal [n -S] 

BIO + TYPIC  BIOTYPIC BCIIOPTY BIOTYPE, group of genetically similar organisms [adj] 

BIO + WASTE  BIOWASTE ABEIOSTW waste composed chiefly of organic matter [n -S] 
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CAT + 

CAT + BRIAR  CATBRIAR AABCIRRT catbrier (thorny vine) [n -S] 

CAT + BRIER  CATBRIER ABCEIRRT thorny vine [n -S] 

CAT + FIGHT  CATFIGHT ACFGHITT fight between two women [n -S] 
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COM + 

COM + BATED COMBATED ABCDEMOT COMBAT, to fight against [v] 

COM + BINER  COMBINER BCEIMNOR one that combines (to blend (to mix smoothly and inseparably together)) [n -S] 

COM + MIXED COMMIXED CDEIMMOX COMMIX, to mix together [v] 

COM + MIXES  COMMIXES CEIMMOSX COMMIX, to mix together [v] 

COM + PADRE COMPADRE ACDEMOPR close friend [n -S] 

COM + PARER  COMPARER ACEMOPRR one that compares (to represent as similar) [n -S] 

COM + PILER  COMPILER CEILMOPR one that compiles (to collect into volume) [n -S] 

COM + PLAIN  COMPLAIN ACILMNOP to express discontent [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COM + POSER COMPOSER CEMOOPRS one that writes music [n -S] 

COM + POUND COMPOUND CDMNOOPU to add to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COM + PRESS  COMPRESS CEMOPRSS to compact (to pack closely together) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 
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CON + 

CON + CAVED CONCAVED ACCDENOV CONCAVE, to make concave (curving inward) [v] 

CON + CAVES  CONCAVES ACCENOSV CONCAVE, to make concave (curving inward) [v] 

CON + CEDED CONCEDED CCDDEENO CONCEDE, to acknowledge as true [v] 

CON + CEDER  CONCEDER CCDEENOR one that concedes (to acknowledge as true) [n -S] 

CON + CEDES  CONCEDES CCDEENOS CONCEDE, to acknowledge as true [v] 

CON + CENTS  CONCENTS CCENNOST CONCENT, harmony (agreement (act of agreeing)) [n] 

CON + CLAVE  CONCLAVE ACCELNOV secret meeting [n -S] 
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CON + CORDS CONCORDS CCDNOORS CONCORD, state of agreement [n] 

CON + DENSE CONDENSE CDEENNOS to compress (to compact (to pack closely together)) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

CON + DOLED CONDOLED CDDELNOO CONDOLE, to mourn (to feel or express grief or sorrow) [v] 

CON + DOLES  CONDOLES CDELNOOS CONDOLE, to mourn (to feel or express grief or sorrow) [v] 

CON + DORES CONDORES CDENOORS CONDOR, coin of Chile [n] 

CON + DUCES CONDUCES CCDENOSU CONDUCE, to contribute to result [v] 

CON + DUCTS  CONDUCTS CCDNOSTU CONDUCT, to lead or guide [v] 

CON + FINED  CONFINED CDEFINNO CONFINE, to shut within enclosure [v] 

CON + FINER  CONFINER CEFINNOR one that confines (to shut within enclosure) [n -S] 

CON + FINES  CONFINES CEFINNOS CONFINE, to shut within enclosure [v] 

CON + FIRMS  CONFIRMS CFIMNORS CONFIRM, to assure validity of [v] 

CON + FOCAL  CONFOCAL ACCFLNOO having same focus or foci [adj] 

CON + FORMS CONFORMS CFMNOORS CONFORM, to become same or similar [v] 

CON + FOUND CONFOUND CDFNNOOU to confuse (to mix up mentally) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CON + FRERE  CONFRERE CEEFNORR colleague [n -S] 

CON + FRONT  CONFRONT CFNNOORT to face defiantly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CON + FUSED  CONFUSED CDEFNOSU CONFUSE, to mix up mentally [v] 

CON + FUSES  CONFUSES CEFNOSSU CONFUSE, to mix up mentally [v] 

CON + GLOBE CONGLOBE BCEGLNOO to become globule [v -D, -BING, -S] 

CON + JOINS  CONJOINS CIJNNOOS CONJOIN, to join together [v] 

CON + JOINT  CONJOINT CIJNNOOT CONJOIN, to join together [adj] 

CON + JUGAL  CONJUGAL ACGJLNOU pertaining to marriage (legal union of two persons of opposite or same sex) [adj] 

CON + JUNTO  CONJUNTO CJNNOOTU style of dance music along Mexican border [n -S] 

CON + JUROR  CONJUROR CJNOORRU conjurer (sorcerer) [n -S] 

CON + NOTED CONNOTED CDENNOOT CONNOTE, to imply another meaning besides literal one [v] 

CON + NOTES CONNOTES CENNOOST CONNOTE, to imply another meaning besides literal one [v] 

CON + QUEST CONQUEST CENOQSTU act of conquering (to overcome by force) [n -S] 

CON + SERVE  CONSERVE CEENORSV to protect from loss or depletion [v -D, -VING, -S] 

CON + SIGNS  CONSIGNS CGINNOSS CONSIGN, to give over to another's care [v] 

CON + SOLED  CONSOLED CDELNOOS CONSOLE, to comfort (to soothe in time of grief) [v] 

CON + SOLES  CONSOLES CELNOOSS CONSOLE, to comfort (to soothe in time of grief) [v] 

CON + SORTS CONSORTS CNOORSST CONSORT, to keep company [v] 

CON + SPIRE  CONSPIRE CEINOPRS to plan secretly with another [v -D, -RING, -S] 

CON + TANGO CONTANGO ACGNNOOT postponement of transfer of stock [n -S] 

CON + TEMPO CONTEMPO CEMNOOPT contemporary [adj] 

CON + TEMPT  CONTEMPT CEMNOPTT feeling of one who views something as mean, vile, or worthless [n -S] 

CON + TENDS CONTENDS CDENNOST CONTEND, to vie (to strive for superiority) [v] 

CON + TENTS  CONTENTS CENNOSTT CONTENT, to satisfy (to provide fully with what is desired, expected, or needed) [v] 

CON + TEXTS  CONTEXTS CENOSTTX CONTEXT, part of discourse in which particular word or phrase appears [n] 

CON + TORTS  CONTORTS CNOORSTT CONTORT, to twist out of shape [v] 

CON + TOURS CONTOURS CNOORSTU CONTOUR, to make outline of [v] 

CON + TRACT  CONTRACT ACCNORTT to decrease in size or volume [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CON + TRAIL  CONTRAIL ACILNORT visible trail of water vapor from aircraft [n -]S 

CON + TRITE  CONTRITE CEINORTT deeply sorry for one's sins [adj] 

CON + VENTS  CONVENTS CENNOSTV CONVENT, to convene (to assemble (to come or bring together)) [v] 

CON + VERGE  CONVERGE CEEGNORV to come together [v -D, -GING, -S] 

CON + VERSE  CONVERSE CEENORSV to speak together [v -D, -SING, -S] 
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CON + VERSO CONVERSO CENOORSV Jew who converted to Christianity [n -S] 

CON + VERTS  CONVERTS CENORSTV CONVERT, to change into another form [v] 

CON + VEXES  CONVEXES CEENOSVX CONVEX, surface or body that is convex (curving outward) [n] 

CON +TESTS  CONTESTS CENOSSTT CONTEST, to compete for [v] 
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COW + 

COW + BERRY COWBERRY BCEORRWY pasture shrub [n -S] 

COW + POXES COWPOXES CEOOPSWX COWPOX, cattle disease [n] 
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CUT + 

CUT + BLOCK  CUTBLOCK BCCKLOTU limited area authorized for logging [n -S] 

CUT + GRASS  CUTGRASS ACGRSSTU swamp grass [n -S] 

CUT + PURSE  CUTPURSE CEPRSTUU pickpocket [n -S] 

CUT + SCENE  CUTSCENE CCEENSTU type of scene in computer games [n -S] 

CUT + WATER  CUTWATER ACERTTUW front part of ship's prow [n -S] 
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DAY + 

DAY + BREAK  DAYBREAK AABDEKRY first appearance of light in morning [n -S] 

DAY + DREAM DAYDREAM AADDEMRY to fantasize [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

DAY + FLIES  DAYFLIES ADEFILSY DAYFLY, mayfly (winged insect) [n] 

DAY + LIGHT  DAYLIGHT ADGHILTY to illuminate with light of day [v -ED, -IT, -ING, -S] 
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DIS + 

DIS + ABLER  DISABLER ABDEILRS one that disables (to render incapable or unable) [n -S] 

DIS + ABUSE  DISABUSE ABDEISSU to free from false or mistaken ideas [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DIS + AGREE  DISAGREE ADEEGIRS to differ in opinion [v -D, -ING, -S] 

DIS + ALLOW  DISALLOW ADILLOSW to refuse to allow [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DIS + ANNUL  DISANNUL ADILNNSU to annul (to make or declare void or invalid) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DIS + ARMED  DISARMED ADDEIMRS DISARM, to deprive of weapons [v] 

DIS + ARMER  DISARMER ADEIMRRS one that disarms (to deprive of weapons) [n -S] 

DIS + ARRAY  DISARRAY AADIRRSY to disorder (to put out of order) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DIS + ASTER  DISASTER ADEIRSST calamity (grievous misfortune) [n -S] 

DIS + BOSOM  DISBOSOM BDIMOOSS to confess (to acknowledge or disclose) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DIS + BOUND  DISBOUND BDDINOSU not having binding [adj] 

DIS + BOWEL  DISBOWEL BDEILOSW to remove intestines of [v -ED, -ING, -S, -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

DIS + BURSE  DISBURSE BDEIRSSU to pay out [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DIS + CLAIM  DISCLAIM ACDIILMS to renounce any claim to or connection with [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DIS + CLOSE  DISCLOSE CDEILOSS to reveal (to make known) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DIS + COLOR  DISCOLOR CDILOORS to alter color of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DIS + COUNT  DISCOUNT CDINOSTU to reduce price of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DIS + COVER  DISCOVER CDEIORSV to gain sight or knowledge of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DIS + CROWN DISCROWN CDINORSW to deprive of crown [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DIS + ENDOW DISENDOW DDEINOSW to deprive of endowment [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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DIS + FAVOR  DISFAVOR ADFIORSV to regard with disapproval [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DIS + FROCK  DISFROCK CDFIKORS to unfrock (to divest of ecclesiastical authority) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DIS + GORGE  DISGORGE DEGGIORS to vomit (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

DIS + GRACE  DISGRACE ACDEGIRS to bring shame or discredit upon [v -D, -CING, -S] 

DIS + GUISE  DISGUISE DEGIISSU to alter appearance of [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DIS + HONOR  DISHONOR DHINOORS to deprive of honor [v -ED, ING, -S] 

DIS + INTER  DISINTER DEIINRST to exhume (to dig out of earth) [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

DIS + JOINT  DISJOINT DIIJNOST to put out of order [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DIS + LIKER  DISLIKER DEIIKLRS one that dislikes (to regard with aversion) [n -S] 

DIS + LODGE  DISLODGE DDEGILOS to remove from firm position [v -D, -GING, -S] 

DIS + LOYAL  DISLOYAL ADILLOSY not loyal [adj] 

DIS + MAYED  DISMAYED ADDEIMSY DISMAY, to deprive of courage or resolution [v] 

DIS + MOUNT  DISMOUNT DIMNOSTU to get down from elevated position [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DIS + ORDER  DISORDER DDEIORRS to put out of order [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DIS + OWNED DISOWNED DDEINOSW DISOWN, to deny ownership of [v] 

DIS + OWNER DISOWNER DEINORSW one that disowns (to deny ownership of) [n -S] 

DIS + PATCH  DISPATCH ACDHIPST to send off with speed [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DIS + PERSE  DISPERSE DEEIPRSS to scatter (to go or send in various directions) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DIS + PLACE  DISPLACE ACDEILPS to remove from usual or proper place [v -D, -CING, -S] 

DIS + PLANT  DISPLANT ADILNPST to dislodge (to remove from firm position) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DIS + PLUME  DISPLUME DEILMPSU to deplume (to deprive of feathers) [v -D, -MING, -S] 

DIS + POSER  DISPOSER DEIOPRSS one that disposes (to put in place) [n -S] 

DIS + PRIZE  DISPRIZE DEIIPRSZ to disdain (to scorn (to treat or regard with contempt)) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DIS + PROOF  DISPROOF DFIOOPRS act of disproving (to refute (to prove to be false or erroneous)) [n -S] 

DIS + PROVE  DISPROVE DEIOPRSV to refute (to prove to be false or erroneous) [v -D, -N, -VING, -S] 

DIS + QUIET  DISQUIET DEIIQSTU to deprive of quiet, rest, or peace [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DIS + SAVER  DISSAVER ADEIRSSV one that dissaves (to use savings for current expenses) [n -S] 

DIS + SEISE  DISSEISE DEEIISSS to deprive (to take something away from) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DIS + SEIZE  DISSEIZE DEEIISSZ to disseise (to deprive (to take something away from)) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DIS + SERVE  DISSERVE DEEIRSSV to treat badly [v -D, -VING, -S] 

DIS + SEVER  DISSEVER DEEIRSSV to sever (to divide or cut into parts) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DIS + SOLVE  DISSOLVE DEILOSSV to make into solution [v -D, -VING, -S] 

DIS + TALLY  DISTALLY ADILLSTY DISTAL, located far from point of origin [adv] 

DIS + TASTE  DISTASTE ADEISSTT to dislike (to regard with aversion) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DIS + TINCT  DISTINCT CDIINSTT clearly different [adj -ER, -EST] 

DIS + TRACT  DISTRACT ACDIRSTT to divert attention of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DIS + TRAIN  DISTRAIN ADIINRST to seize and hold property as security [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DIS + TRAIT  DISTRAIT ADIIRSTT absentminded [adj] 

DIS + TRESS  DISTRESS DEIRSSST to cause anxiety or suffering to [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DIS + TRUST  DISTRUST DIRSSTTU to have no trust in [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DIS + UNION  DISUNION DIINNOSU state of being disunited [n -S] 

DIS + UNITE  DISUNITE DEIINSTU to separate (to set or keep apart) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DIS + UNITY  DISUNITY DIINSTUY lack of unity [n -TIES] 

DIS + USING  DISUSING DGIINSSU DISUSE, to stop using [v] 

DIS + VALUE  DISVALUE ADEILSUV to treat as of little value [v -D, -UING, -S] 
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DOG + 

DOG + BERRY  DOGBERRY BDEGORRY wild berry [n -RRIES] 

DOG + EARED DOGEARED ADDEEGOR DOGEAR, to turn down corner of page [v] 

DOG + FIGHT  DOGFIGHT DFGGHIOT to engage in aerial battle [v -FOUGHT, -ING, -S] 

DOG + HOUSE DOGHOUSE DEGHOOSU shelter for dog [n -S] 

DOG + TOOTH DOGTOOTH DGHOOOTT cuspid (pointed tooth) [n -TEETH] 

DOG + WATCH DOGWATCH ACDGHOTW short period of watch duty on ship [n -ES] 
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EAR + 

EAR + PHONE  EARPHONE AEEHNOPR listening device worn over ear [n -S] 

EAR + PIECE  EARPIECE ACEEEIPR earphone (listening device worn over ear) [n -S] 

EAR + STONE  EARSTONE AEENORST otolith (hard mass that forms in inner ear) [n -S] 

EAR + WAXES EARWAXES AAEERSWX EARWAX, cerumen (waxy secretion of ear) [n] 
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END + 

END + AMEBA ENDAMEBA AABDEEMN parasitic ameba [n -E, -S] 
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EPI + 

EPI + BLAST  EPIBLAST ABEILPST ectoderm (outermost germ layer of embryo) [n -S] 

EPI + CALYX  EPICALYX ACEILPXY set of bracts close to and resembling calyx [n -YCES, -ES] 

EPI + CYCLE  EPICYCLE CCEEILPY circle that rolls on circumference of another circle [n -S] 

EPI + DEMIC  EPIDEMIC CDEEIIMP rapid spread of disease [n -S] 

EPI + DURAL  EPIDURAL ADEILPRU injection to produce loss of sensation [n -S] 

EPI + FAUNA  EPIFAUNA AAEFINPU fauna living on hard sea floor [n -E, -S] 

EPI + FOCAL  EPIFOCAL ACEFILOP pertaining to point of origin of earthquake [adj] 

EPI + GENIC  EPIGENIC CEEGIINP pertaining to change in mineral character of rock [adj] 

EPI + GRAPH  EPIGRAPH AEGHIPPR engraved inscription [n -S] 

EPI + NASTY  EPINASTY AEINPSTY downward bending of plant parts [n -TIES] 

EPI + SCOPE  EPISCOPE CEEIOPPS type of projector [n -S] 

EPI + SODIC  EPISODIC CDEIIOPS EPISODE, incident in course of continuous experience [adj] 

EPI + STYLE  EPISTYLE EEILPSTY part of classical building [n -S] 

EPI + ZOOTY  EPIZOOTY EIOOPTYZ type of animal disease [n -TIES] 
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EYE + 

EYE + BLACK  EYEBLACK ABCEEKLY dark pigment applied under eyes [n -S] 

EYE + BLINK  EYEBLINK BEEIKLNY instant (very short time) [n -S] 

EYE + DROPS  EYEDROPS DEEOPRSY medicated solution for eyes applied in drops [n] 

EYE + GLASS  EYEGLASS AEEGLSSY lens used to aid vision [n -ES] 

EYE + LINER  EYELINER EEEILNRY makeup for eyes [n -S] 

EYE + PATCH  EYEPATCH ACEEHPTY patch worn to protect injured eye [n -ES] 

EYE + PIECE  EYEPIECE CEEEEIPY lens or lens group nearest eye in optical instrument [n -S] 

EYE + POINT  EYEPOINT EEINOPTY point at which eye is placed in using optical instrument [n -S] 

EYE + SHADE  EYESHADE ADEEEHSY visor for shading eyes [n -S] 
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EYE + SHINE  EYESHINE EEEHINSY reflection from eyes of some animals [n -S] 

EYE + SIGHT  EYESIGHT EEGHISTY ability to see [n -S] 

EYE + STALK  EYESTALK AEEKLSTY stalklike structure with eye at its tip [n -S] 

EYE + STONE  EYESTONE EEENOSTY disk used to remove foreign matter from eye [n -S] 

EYE + TOOTH  EYETOOTH EEHOOTTY cuspid (pointed tooth) [n -TEETH] 

EYE + WATER  EYEWATER AEEERTWY eyewash (eye lotion) [n -S] 
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FLY + 

FLY + PAPER  FLYPAPER AEFLPPRY paper designed to catch or kill flies [n -S] 

FLY + SHEET  FLYSHEET EEFHLSTY circular (leaflet intended for wide distribution) [n -S] 

FLY + SPECK  FLYSPECK CEFKLPSY to mark with minute spots [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FLY + WHEEL  FLYWHEEL EEFHLLWY heavy disk used in machinery [n -S] 
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HEX + 

HEX + AMINE  HEXAMINE AEEHIMNX chemical compound [n -S] 
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ISO + 

ISO + BARIC  ISOBARIC ABCIIORS ISOBAR, type of atom (smallest unit of element) [adj] 

ISO + BUTYL  ISOBUTYL BILOSTUY hydrocarbon radical [n -S] 

ISO + CHIME  ISOCHIME CEHIIMOS isocheim (type of isotherm (line on map connecting points of equal mean temperature)) [n -S] 

ISO + CHORE  ISOCHORE CEHIOORS curve used to show relationship between pressure and temperature [n -S] 

ISO + CLINE  ISOCLINE CEIILNOS type of rock formation [n -S] 

ISO + GENIC  ISOGENIC CEGIINOS genetically similar [adj] 

ISO + GLOSS  ISOGLOSS GILOOSSS line on map between linguistically varied areas [n -ES] 

ISO + GRAFT  ISOGRAFT AFGIORST to transplant from one individual to another of same species [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ISO + GRAPH  ISOGRAPH AGHIOPRS line on map indicating areas that are linguistically similar [n -S] 

ISO + MORPH  ISOMORPH HIMOOPRS something similar to something else in form [n -S] 

ISO + THERE  ISOTHERE EEHIORST type of isotherm (line on map connecting points of equal mean temperature) [n -S] 

ISO + THERM  ISOTHERM EHIMORST line on map connecting points of equal mean temperature [n -S] 

ISO + TONIC  ISOTONIC CIINOOST of equal tension [adj] 

ISO + TOPIC  ISOTOPIC CIIOOPST ISOTOPE, form of element [adj] 

ISO + TYPIC  ISOTYPIC CIIOPSTY ISOTYPE, type of diagram [adj] 

 

3–Letter Front Extensions To TWS from Opponent’s 5–Letter Opening Plays  

MAL + 

MAL + AROMA MALAROMA AAALMMOR malodor (offensive odor) [n -S] 

MAL + EDICT  MALEDICT ACDEILMT to curse (to wish evil upon) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MAL + POSED  MALPOSED ADELMOPS being in wrong position [adj] 

MAL + TREAT  MALTREAT AAELMRTT to treat badly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

3–Letter Front Extensions To TWS from Opponent’s 5–Letter Opening Plays  

MID + 

MID + BRAIN  MIDBRAIN ABDIIMNR middle region of brain [n -S] 

MID + FIELD  MIDFIELD DDEFIILM middle portion of playing field [n -S] 
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MID + LIFER  MIDLIFER DEFIILMR middle-aged person [n -S] 

MID + MONTH MIDMONTH DHIMMNOT middle of month [n -S] 

MID + NIGHT  MIDNIGHT DGHIIMNT middle of night [n -S] 

MID + POINT  MIDPOINT DIIMNOPT point at middle [n -S] 

MID + RANGE  MIDRANGE ADEGIMNR middle of range [n -S] 

MID + SHORE  MIDSHORE DEHIMORS designating fishery that is between inshore and offshore fisheries [adj] 

MID + SIZED  MIDSIZED DDEIIMSZ midsize (of intermediate size) [adj] 

MID + SPACE  MIDSPACE ACDEIMPS middle of space [n -S] 

MID + STORY  MIDSTORY DIMORSTY middle of story [n -RIES] 

MID + WATCH MIDWATCH ACDHIMTW watch on ship between midnight and 4 A.M. [n -ES] 

MID + WATER  MIDWATER ADEIMRTW middle portion vertically of body of water [n -S] 

 

3–Letter Front Extensions To TWS from Opponent’s 5–Letter Opening Plays  

MIS + 

MIS + ACTED  MISACTED ACDEIMST MISACT, to act badly [v] 

MIS + ADAPT  MISADAPT AADIMPST to adapt wrongly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MIS + ADDED  MISADDED ADDDEIMS MISADD, to add incorrectly [v] 

MIS + AGENT  MISAGENT AEGIMNST bad agent [n -S] 

MIS + AIMED  MISAIMED ADEIIMMS MISAIM, to aim badly [v] 

MIS + ALIGN  MISALIGN AGIILMNS to align improperly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MIS + ALLOT  MISALLOT AILLMOST to allot wrongly [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

MIS + ALTER  MISALTER AEILMRST to alter wrongly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MIS + APPLY  MISAPPLY AILMPPSY to apply wrongly [v -LIED, -ING, -LIES] 

MIS + ASSAY  MISASSAY AAIMSSSY to attempt unsuccessfully [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MIS + ATONE  MISATONE AEIMNOST to atone wrongly [v -D, -NING, -S] 

MIS + AWARD MISAWARD AADIMRSW to award wrongly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MIS + BEGIN  MISBEGIN BEGIIMNS to begin wrongly [v -GAN, -GUN, -NNING, -S] 

MIS + BEGOT  MISBEGOT BEGIMOST born out of wedlock [adj] 

MIS + BRAND  MISBRAND ABDIMNRS to brand incorrectly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MIS + BUILD  MISBUILD BDIILMSU to build imperfectly [v -LT, -ING, -S] 

MIS + CARRY  MISCARRY ACIMRRSY to be unsuccessful [v -RRIED, -ING, -RRIES] 

MIS + CHOSE  MISCHOSE CEHIMOSS MISCHOOSE, to select wrongly [v] 

MIS + CLAIM  MISCLAIM ACIILMMS to claim wrongfully [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MIS + CLASS  MISCLASS ACILMSSS to put in wrong class [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

MIS + COLOR  MISCOLOR CILMOORS to color incorrectly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MIS + COUNT  MISCOUNT CIMNOSTU to count incorrectly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MIS + CUING  MISCUING CGIIMNSU MISCUE, to make faulty stroke in billiards [v] 

MIS + DOING  MISDOING DGIIMNOS instance of doing wrong [n -S] / MISDO, to do wrongly [v] 

MIS + DOUBT  MISDOUBT BDIMOSTU to doubt (to be uncertain about) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MIS + DRIVE  MISDRIVE DEIIMRSV to drive wrongly or improperly [v -ROVE, -N, -VING, -S] 

MIS + EATEN  MISEATEN AEEIMNST MISEAT, to eat improperly [v] 

MIS + ENROL  MISENROL EILMNORS to enroll improperly [v -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

MIS + ENTER  MISENTER EEIMNRST to enter erroneously [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MIS + ENTRY  MISENTRY EIMNRSTY erroneous entry [n -RIES] 

MIS + EVENT  MISEVENT EEIMNSTV mishap (unfortunate accident) [n -S] 

MIS + FAITH  MISFAITH AFHIIMST lack of faith; disbelief [n -S] 

MIS + FIELD  MISFIELD DEFIILMS to field badly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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MIS + FOCUS  MISFOCUS CFIMOSSU to focus badly [v -ED, -ING, -ES, -SSED, -SSING, -SSES] 

MIS + FRAME  MISFRAME AEFIMMRS to frame badly [v -D, -MING, -S] 

MIS + GAUGE  MISGAUGE AEGGIMSU to gauge wrongly or inaccurately [v -D, -GING, -S] 

MIS + GRADE  MISGRADE ADEGIMRS to grade incorrectly [v -D, -DING, -S] 

MIS + GRAFT  MISGRAFT AFGIMRST to graft wrongly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MIS + GUESS  MISGUESS EGIMSSSU to guess wrongly [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

MIS + GUIDE  MISGUIDE DEGIIMSU to guide wrongly [v -D, -DING, -S] 

MIS + INFER  MISINFER EFIIMNRS to infer wrongly [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

MIS + INTER  MISINTER EIIMNRST to inter improperly [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

MIS + JUDGE  MISJUDGE DEGIJMSU to judge wrongly [v -D, -GING, -S] 

MIS + KEYED  MISKEYED DEEIKMSY MISKEY, to key into machine incorrectly [v] 

MIS + LABEL  MISLABEL ABEILLMS to label incorrectly or falsely [v -ED, -ING, -S, -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

MIS + LABOR  MISLABOR ABILMORS to labor badly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MIS + LAYER  MISLAYER AEILMRSY one that mislays (to put in forgotten place) [n -S] 

MIS + LEARN  MISLEARN AEILMNRS to learn wrongly [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

MIS + LIGHT  MISLIGHT GHIILMST to lead astray by its light [v -ED. -LIT, -ING, -S] 

MIS + LIKER  MISLIKER EIIKLMRS one that mislikes (to dislike (to regard with aversion)) [n -S] 

MIS + LODGE  MISLODGE DEGILMOS to lodge in wrong place [v -D, -GING, -S] 

MIS + LYING  MISLYING GIILMNSY MISLIE, to lie in wrong position [v] 

MIS + MATCH  MISMATCH ACHIMMST to match badly [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

MIS + ORDER  MISORDER DEIMORRS to order incorrectly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MIS + PAINT  MISPAINT AIIMNPST to paint wrongly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MIS + PARSE  MISPARSE AEIMPRSS to parse incorrectly [v -D, -SING, -S] 

MIS + PATCH  MISPATCH ACHIMPST to patch badly [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

MIS + PLACE  MISPLACE ACEILMPS to put in wrong place [v -D, -CING, -S] 

MIS + PLANT  MISPLANT AILMNPST to plant wrongly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MIS + PLEAD  MISPLEAD ADEILMPS to plead wrongly or falsely [v -ED, -LED, -ING, -S] 

MIS + POINT  MISPOINT IIMNOPST to point improperly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MIS + POISE  MISPOISE EIIMOPSS to poise incorrectly [v -D, -SING, -S] 

MIS + PRICE  MISPRICE CEIIMPRS to price incorrectly [v -D, -CING, -S] 

MIS + PRINT  MISPRINT IIMNPRST to print incorrectly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MIS + PRIZE  MISPRIZE EIIMPRSZ to despise (to loathe (to detest greatly)) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

MIS + QUOTE  MISQUOTE EIMOQSTU to quote incorrectly [v -D, -TING, -S] 

MIS + RAISE  MISRAISE AEIIMRSS to raise wrongly [v -D, -SING, -S] 

MIS + REFER  MISREFER EEFIMRRS to refer incorrectly [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

MIS + ROUTE  MISROUTE EIMORSTU to route incorrectly [v -D, -TING, -S] 

MIS + SHAPE  MISSHAPE AEHIMPSS to shape badly [v -D, -N, -PING, -S] 

MIS + SOUND MISSOUND DIMNOSSU to sound wrongly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MIS + SPACE  MISSPACE ACEIMPSS to space incorrectly [v -D, -CING, -S] 

MIS + SPEAK  MISSPEAK AEIKMPSS to speak incorrectly [v -POKE, -POKEN, -ING, -S] 

MIS + SPELL  MISSPELL EILLMPSS to spell incorrectly [v -ED, -LT, -ING, -S] 

MIS + SPEND  MISSPEND DEIMNPSS to spend wrongly [v -NT, -ING, -S] 

MIS + STAMP  MISSTAMP AIMMPSST to stamp wrongly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MIS + START  MISSTART AIMRSSTT to start off badly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MIS + STATE  MISSTATE AEIMSSTT to state wrongly [v -D, -TING, -S] 

MIS + STEER  MISSTEER EEIMRSST to steer wrongly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MIS + STYLE  MISSTYLE EILMSSTY to style or call wrongly [v -D, -LING, -S] 
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MIS + TAKER  MISTAKER AEIKMRST one that mistakes (to interpret wrongly) [n -S] 

MIS + TEACH  MISTEACH ACEHIMST to teach wrongly or badly [v -TAUGHT, -ING, -ES] 

MIS + THINK  MISTHINK HIIKMNST to think wrongly [v -HOUGHT, -ING, -S] 

MIS + THROW MISTHROW HIMORSTW to throw errantly [v -REW, -N, -ING, -S] 

MIS + TITLE  MISTITLE EIILMSTT to call by wrong title [v -D, -LING, -S] 

MIS + TOUCH  MISTOUCH CHIMOSTU to touch improperly [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

MIS + TRACE  MISTRACE ACEIMRST to trace wrongly [v -D, -CING, -S] 

MIS + TRAIN  MISTRAIN AIIMNRST to train improperly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MIS + TREAT  MISTREAT AEIMRSTT to treat badly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MIS + TRIAL  MISTRIAL AIILMRST trial made invalid because of some error in procedure [n -S] 

MIS + TRUST  MISTRUST IMRSSTTU to distrust (to have no trust in) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MIS + TRUTH  MISTRUTH HIMRSTTU lie [n -S] 

MIS + TRYST  MISTRYST IMRSSTTY to fail to keep appointment with [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MIS + TUTOR  MISTUTOR IMORSTTU to instruct or bring up badly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MIS + UNION  MISUNION IIMNNOSU bad union [n -S] 

MIS + USAGE  MISUSAGE AEGIMSSU incorrect use [n -S] 

MIS + USING  MISUSING GIIMNSSU MISUSE, to use incorrectly [v]  
MIS + WRITE  MISWRITE EIIMRSTW to write incorrectly [v MISWRIT, -ROTE, -ITTEN, -TING, -S] 

MIS + VALUE  MISVALUE AEILMSUV to value incorrectly [v -D, -UING, -S]  
 

3–Letter Front Extensions To TWS from Opponent’s 5–Letter Opening Plays  

MON + 

MON + AMINE  MONAMINE AEIMMNNO amine containing only one amino group [n -S] 

MON + AURAL MONAURAL AALMNORU pertaining to sound transmission, recording, or reproduction involving single transmission path [adj] 

MON + AXIAL  MONAXIAL AAILMNOX having one axis [adj] 

MON + OLOGY MONOLOGY GLMNOOOY act of uttering monolog [n -GIES] 

MON + OXIDE MONOXIDE DEIMNOOX type of oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical) [n -S] 

 

3–Letter Front Extensions To TWS from Opponent’s 5–Letter Opening Plays  

NEO + 

NEO + LOGIC  NEOLOGIC CEGILNOO NEOLOGY, new word or phrase [adj] 

NEO + MORPH NEOMORPH EHMNOOPR type of biological structure [n -S] 

NEO + NATAL  NEONATAL AAELNNOT NEONATE, newborn child [adj] 

NEO + PAGAN  NEOPAGAN AAEGNNOP one who practices modern form of paganism [n -S] 

NEO + PLASM  NEOPLASM AELMNOPS tumor (abnormal swelling) [n -S] 

 

3–Letter Front Extensions To TWS from Opponent’s 5–Letter Opening Plays  

NEW + 

NEW + COMER NEWCOMER CEEMNORW one that has recently arrived [n -S] 

NEW + FOUND NEWFOUND DEFNNOUW newly found [adj] 

NEW + SPEAK  NEWSPEAK AEEKNPSW deliberately ambiguous language [n -S] 

NEW + WAVER NEWWAVER AEENRVWW member of new-wave movement [n -S] 

 

3–Letter Front Extensions To TWS from Opponent’s 5–Letter Opening Plays  

NON + 

NON + ACTOR NONACTOR ACNNOORT person who is not actor [n -S] 

NON + ADULT  NONADULT ADLNNOTU person who is not adult [n -S] 
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NON + AVIAN  NONAVIAN AAINNNOV not related to birds [adj] 

NON + BASIC  NONBASIC ABCINNOS not basic [adj] 

NON + BEING  NONBEING BEGINNNO lack of being [n -S] 

NON + BLACK  NONBLACK ABCKLNNO one that is not black [n -S] 

NON + BRAND NONBRAND ABDNNNOR lacking brand name [adj] 

NON + CLASS  NONCLASS ACLNNOSS lack of class [n -ES] 

NON + CLING  NONCLING CGILNNNO not clinging [adj] 

NON + COLOR NONCOLOR CLNNOOOR lack of color [n -S] 

NON + COUNT NONCOUNT CNNNOOTU not capable of being counted [adj] 

NON + CRIME  NONCRIME CEIMNNOR something that is not crime [n -S] 

NON + DAIRY  NONDAIRY ADINNORY having no milk products [adj] 

NON + DANCE NONDANCE ACDENNNO unrhythmic dance [n -S] 

NON + ELECT  NONELECT CEELNNOT not chosen [adj] 

NON + ELITE  NONELITE EEILNNOT not belonging to elite group [adj] 

NON + EMPTY  NONEMPTY EMNNOPTY not empty [adj] 

NON + ENTRY  NONENTRY ENNNORTY fact of not entering [n -RIES] 

NON + EQUAL NONEQUAL AELNNOQU one that is not equal [n -S] 

NON + EVENT  NONEVENT EENNNOTV expected event that does not occur [n -S] 

NON + FATAL  NONFATAL AAFLNNOT not fatal [adj] 

NON + FATTY  NONFATTY AFNNOTTY not fatty [adj] 

NON + FINAL  NONFINAL AFILNNNO not being last [adj] 

NON + FLUID  NONFLUID DFILNNOU substance that is not fluid [n -S] 

NON + FOCAL  NONFOCAL ACFLNNOO not focal [adj] 

NON + GLARE  NONGLARE AEGLNNOR lack of glare (harsh brilliant light) [n -S] 

NON + GREEN NONGREEN EEGNNNOR not green [adj] 

NON + GUEST NONGUEST EGNNOSTU one who is not guest [n -S] 

NON + GUILT  NONGUILT GILNNOTU absence of guilt [n -S] 

NON + HARDY NONHARDY ADHNNORY not hardy [adj] 

NON + HUMAN NONHUMAN AHMNNNOU one that is not human [n -S] 

NON + IDEAL  NONIDEAL ADEILNNO not ideal [adj] 

NON + IMAGE  NONIMAGE AEGIMNNO one having no celebrity status [n -S] 

NON + INERT  NONINERT EINNNORT not inactive [adj] 

NON + IONIC  NONIONIC CIINNNOO not ionic [adj] 

NON + ISSUE  NONISSUE EINNOSSU topic that is not controversial [n -S] 

NON + JUROR  NONJUROR JNNOORRU one who refuses to take required oath [n -S] 

NON + LABOR NONLABOR ABLNNOOR not pertaining to labor [adj] 

NON + LEAFY  NONLEAFY AEFLNNOY not having leaves [adj] 

NON + LEGAL  NONLEGAL AEGLLNNO not legal [adj] 

NON + LEVEL  NONLEVEL EELLNNOV not flat or even [adj] 

NON + LOCAL  NONLOCAL ACLLNNOO one that is not local [n -S] 

NON + LOYAL  NONLOYAL ALLNNOOY not loyal [adj] 

NON + LYRIC  NONLYRIC CILNNORY not lyrical [adj] 

NON + MAJOR NONMAJOR AJMNNOOR student who is not majoring in specified subject [n -S] 

NON + METAL  NONMETAL AELMNNOT element that lacks metallic properties [n -S] 

NON + METRO NONMETRO EMNNOORT not metropolitan [adj] 

NON + MODAL NONMODAL ADLMNNOO not modal [adj] 

NON + MONEY NONMONEY EMNNNOOY not involving money [adj] 
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NON + MORAL NONMORAL ALMNNOOR not pertaining to morals [adj] 

NON + MUSIC  NONMUSIC CIMNNOSU inferior music [n -S] 

NON + NASAL  NONNASAL AALNNNOS not involving nose [adj] 

NON + NAVAL  NONNAVAL AALNNNOV not naval [adj] 

NON + NOBLE NONNOBLE BELNNNOO not noble [adj] 

NON + NOVEL NONNOVEL ELNNNOOV literary work that is not novel [n -S] 

NON + OBESE NONOBESE BEENNOOS not obese [adj] 

NON + OHMIC NONOHMIC CHIMNNOO not measured in ohms [adj] 

NON + OWNER NONOWNER ENNNOORW one who is not owner [n -S] 

NON + PAGAN NONPAGAN AAGNNNOP one who is not pagan [n -S] 

NON + PAPAL  NONPAPAL AALNNOPP not papal [adj] 

NON + PARTY  NONPARTY ANNOPRTY one not belonging to party [n -TIES] 

NON + POINT  NONPOINT INNNOOPT not occurring at definite single site [adj] 

NON + POLAR  NONPOLAR ALNNOOPR not polar [adj] 

NON + PRINT  NONPRINT INNNOPRT not involving printed material [adj] 

NON + QUOTA NONQUOTA ANNOOQTU not included in or subject to quota [adj] 

NON + RATED NONRATED ADENNORT not rated [adj] 

NON + RIGID  NONRIGID DGIINNOR not rigid [adj] 

NON + RIVAL  NONRIVAL AILNNORV unimportant rival [n -S] 

NON + ROYAL  NONROYAL ALNNOORY not royal [adj] 

NON + RURAL  NONRURAL ALNNORRU not rural [adj] 

NON + SENSE  NONSENSE EENNNOSS behavior or language that is meaningless or absurd [n -S] 

NON + SKIER  NONSKIER EIKNNORS one that does not ski [n -S] 

NON + SOLAR NONSOLAR ALNNOORS not solar [adj] 

NON + SOLID  NONSOLID DILNNOOS substance that is not solid [n -S] 

NON + STICK  NONSTICK CIKNNOST allowing of easy removal of cooked food particles [adj] 

NON + STORY NONSTORY NNOORSTY insignificant news story [n -RIES] 

NON + STYLE  NONSTYLE ELNNOSTY style that is not identifiable [n -S] 

NON + SUGAR NONSUGAR AGNNORSU substance that is not sugar [n -S] 

NON + TAXES  NONTAXES AENNOSTX nontax, tax of little consequence [n] 

NON + TIDAL  NONTIDAL ADILNNOT not tidal [adj] 

NON + TITLE  NONTITLE EILNNOTT pertaining to athletic contest in which title is not at stake [adj] 

NON + TONAL NONTONAL ALNNNOOT lacking tonality [adj] 

NON + TONIC  NONTONIC CINNNOOT not based on first tone of scale [adj] 

NON + TOXIC  NONTOXIC CINNOOTX not toxic [adj] 

NON + TRUMP NONTRUMP MNNOPRTU not having trump [adj] 

NON + TRUTH NONTRUTH HNNORTTU something that is not true [n -S] 

NON + UNION NONUNION INNNNOOU failure of broken bone to heal [n -S] 

NON + URBAN NONURBAN ABNNNORU not urban [adj] 

NON + USING  NONUSING GINNNOSU not using [adj] 

NON + VALID  NONVALID ADILNNOV not valid [adj] 

NON + VIRAL  NONVIRAL AILNNORV not viral [adj] 

NON + VITAL  NONVITAL AILNNOTV not vital [adj] 

NON + VOCAL NONVOCAL ACLNNOOV one that does not involve voice [n -S] 

NON + VOTER NONVOTER ENNOORTV one that does not vote [n -S] 

NON + WHITE NONWHITE EHINNOTW person who is not of white race [n -S] 

NON + WOODY NONWOODY DNNOOOWY not woody [adj] 
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NON + WOVEN NONWOVEN ENNNOOVW fabric not made by weaving [n -S] 

 

3–Letter Front Extensions To TWS from Opponent’s 5–Letter Opening Plays  

OCT + 

OCT + ANGLE  OCTANGLE ACEGLNOT octagon (eight-sided polygon) [n -S] 

 

3–Letter Front Extensions To TWS from Opponent’s 5–Letter Opening Plays  

OUT + 

OUT + ACTED  OUTACTED ACDEOTTU OUTACT, to surpass in acting [v] 

OUT + ADDED OUTADDED ADDDEOTU OUTADD, to surpass in adding [v] 

OUT + ARGUE  OUTARGUE AEGORTUU to get better of by arguing [v -D, -UING, -S] 

OUT + ASKED  OUTASKED ADEKOSTU OUTASK, to surpass in asking [v]  

OUT + BITCH  OUTBITCH BCHIOTTU to surpass in bitching [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUT + BLAZE  OUTBLAZE ABELOTUZ to surpass in brilliance of light [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

OUT + BLEAT  OUTBLEAT ABELOTTU to surpass in bleating [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + BLESS  OUTBLESS BELOSSTU to surpass in blessing [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUT + BLOOM OUTBLOOM BLMOOOTU to surpass in blooming [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + BLUFF  OUTBLUFF BFFLLOTU to surpass in bluffing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + BLUSH  OUTBLUSH BHLOSTUU to surpass in blushing [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUT + BOARD OUTBOARD ABDOORTU type of motor [n -S] 

OUT + BOAST  OUTBOAST ABOOSTTU to surpass in boasting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + BOUND OUTBOUND BDNOOTUU outward bound [adj] 

OUT + BOXED OUTBOXED BDEOOTUX OUTBOX, to surpass in boxing [v] 

OUT + BOXES  OUTBOXES BEOOSTUX OUTBOX, to surpass in boxing [v] 

OUT + BRAVE  OUTBRAVE ABEORTUV to surpass in courage [v -D, -VING, -S] 

OUT + BRAWL OUTBRAWL ABLORTUW to surpass in brawling [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + BREAK  OUTBREAK ABEKORTU sudden eruption [n -S] 

OUT + BREED  OUTBREED BDEEORTU to interbreed relatively unrelated stocks [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + BRIBE  OUTBRIBE BBEIORTU to surpass in bribing [v -D, -BING, -S] 

OUT + BUILD  OUTBUILD BDILOTUU to surpass in building [v -LT, -ING, -S] 

OUT + BULGE  OUTBULGE BEGLOTUU to surpass in size [v -D, -GING, -S] 

OUT + BULLY  OUTBULLY BLLOTUUY to surpass in bullying [v -LLIED, -ING, -LLIES] 

OUT + BURST  OUTBURST BORSTTUU sudden and violent outpouring [n -S] 

OUT + CAPER  OUTCAPER ACEOPRTU to surpass in capering [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + CASTE  OUTCASTE ACEOSTTU Hindu who has been expelled from his caste [n -S] 

OUT + CATCH  OUTCATCH CCHOSTTU to surpass in catching [v -AUGHT, -ING, -ES] 

OUT + CAVIL  OUTCAVIL ACILOTUV to surpass in caviling [v -ED, -ING, -S, -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

OUT + CHARM OUTCHARM ACHMORTU to surpass in charming [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + CHEAT  OUTCHEAT ACEHOTTU to surpass in cheating [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + CHIDE  OUTCHIDE CDEHIOTU to surpass in chiding [v OUTCHID, -D, -DDEN, -DING, -S] 

OUT + CLASS  OUTCLASS ACLOSSTU to surpass so decisively as to appear of higher class [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUT + CLIMB  OUTCLIMB BCILMOTU to surpass in climbing [v -ED, -CLOMB, -ING, -S] 

OUT + COACH OUTCOACH ACCHOOTU to surpass in coaching [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUT + COUNT OUTCOUNT CNOOTTUU to surpass in counting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + CRAWL OUTCRAWL ACLORTUW to surpass in crawling [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + CRIED  OUTCRIED CDEIORTU OUTCRY, to cry louder than [v] 

OUT + CRIES  OUTCRIES CEIORSTU OUTCRY, to cry louder than [v] 
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OUT + CROSS OUTCROSS COORSSTU to cross with relatively unrelated individual [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUT + CROWD OUTCROWD CDOORTUW to cause to be too crowded [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + CURSE  OUTCURSE CEORSTUU to surpass in cursing [v -D, -SING, -S] 

OUT + CURVE  OUTCURVE CEORTUUV type of pitch in baseball [n -S] 

OUT + DANCE OUTDANCE ACDEONTU to surpass in dancing [v -D, -CING, -S] 

OUT + DODGE OUTDODGE DDEGOOTU to surpass in dodging [v -D, -GING, -S] 

OUT + DOING  OUTDOING DGINOOTU OUTDO, to exceed in performance [v] 

OUT + DOORS OUTDOORS DOOORSTU in open air [adv] 

OUT + DREAM OUTDREAM ADEMORTU to surpass in dreaming [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

OUT + DRESS  OUTDRESS DEORSSTU to surpass in dressing [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUT + DRINK  OUTDRINK DIKNORTU to surpass in drinking [v -RANK, -RUNK, -ING, -S] 

OUT + DRIVE  OUTDRIVE DEIORTUV to drive golf ball farther than [v -ROVE, -N, -VING, -S] 

OUT + EATEN  OUTEATEN AEENOTTU OUTEAT, to surpass in eating [v] 

OUT + FABLE  OUTFABLE ABEFLOTU to surpass in fabling [v -D, -LING, -S] 

OUT + FEAST  OUTFEAST AEFOSTTU to surpass in feasting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + FENCE  OUTFENCE CEEFNOTU to surpass in fencing [v -D, -CING, -S] 

OUT + FIELD  OUTFIELD DEFILOTU part of baseball field [n -S] 

OUT + FIGHT  OUTFIGHT FGHIOTTU to defeat (to win victory over) [v -FOUGHT, -ING, -S] 

OUT + FLANK  OUTFLANK AFKLNOTU to gain tactical advantage over [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + FLIES  OUTFLIES EFLIOSTU OUTFLY, to surpass in speed of flight [v] 

OUT + FLOAT  OUTFLOAT AFLOOTTU to float longer than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + FLOWN OUTFLOWN FLNOOTUW OUTFLY, to surpass in speed of flight [v] 

OUT + FOXED  OUTFOXED DEFOOTUX OUTFOX, to outwit (to get better of by superior cleverness) [v] 

OUT + FOXES  OUTFOXES  EFOOSTUX OUTFOX, to outwit (to get better of by superior cleverness) [v] 

OUT + FROWN OUTFROWN FNOORTUW to frown more than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + GASES  OUTGASES AEGOSSTU OUTGAS, to remove gas from [v] 

OUT + GLARE  OUTGLARE AEGLORTU to surpass in glaring [v -D, -RING, -S] 

OUT + GLEAM  OUTGLEAM AEGLMOTU to surpass in gleaming [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + GOING  OUTGOING GGINOOTU departure [n -S] / OUTGO, to go beyond [v] 

OUT + GROSS OUTGROSS GOORSSTU to surpass in gross earnings [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUT + GROUP OUTGROUP GOOPRTUU group of people outside one's own group [n -S] 

OUT + GUESS  OUTGUESS EGOSSTUU to anticipate actions of [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUT + GUIDE  OUTGUIDE DEGIOTUU to surpass in guiding [v -D, -DING, -S] 

OUT + HOMER OUTHOMER EHMOORTU to surpass in hitting home runs [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + HOUSE OUTHOUSE EHOOSTUU toilet housed in small structure [n -S] 

OUT + HUMOR OUTHUMOR HMOORTUU to surpass in humoring [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + LAUGH  OUTLAUGH AGHLOTUU to surpass in laughing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + LAWED OUTLAWED ADELOTUW OUTLAW, to prohibit (to forbid by authority) [v] 

OUT + LEARN  OUTLEARN AELNORTU to surpass in learning [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

OUT + LINER  OUTLINER EILNORTU one that outlines [n -S] 

OUT + LIVER  OUTLIVER EILORTUV one that outlives [n -S] 

OUT + LYING  OUTLYING GILNOTUY OUTLIE, to lie beyond [v] 

OUT + MARCH OUTMARCH CHMNORTU to surpass in marching [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + MATCH OUTMATCH ACHMOTTU to outdo (to exceed in performance) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + PAINT  OUTPAINT AINOPTTU to surpass in painting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + PITCH  OUTPITCH CHIOPTTU to surpass in pitching [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + PLACE  OUTPLACE ACELOPTU to discontinue employment of [v -D, -CING, -S] 
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OUT + POINT  OUTPOINT INOOPTTU to score more points than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + POWER OUTPOWER EOOPRTUW to surpass in power [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + PREEN  OUTPREEN EENOPRTU to surpass in preening [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + PRESS  OUTPRESS EOPRSSTU to surpass in pressing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + PRICE  OUTPRICE CEIOPRTU to surpass in pricing [v -D, -CING, -S] 

OUT + PSYCH  OUTPSYCH CHOPSTUY to defeat by psychological means [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + PUNCH OUTPUNCH CHNOPTUU to surpass in punching [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + PUPIL  OUTPUPIL ILOPPTUU pupil who lives off campus [n -S] 

OUT + QUOTE OUTQUOTE EOOPQTTU to surpass in quoting [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OUT + RANGE OUTRANGE AEGNORTU to surpass in range [v -D, -GING, -S] 

OUT + REACH  OUTREACH ACEHORTU to reach beyond [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + RIDER  OUTRIDER DEIORRTU mounted attendant who rides before or beside carriage [n -S] 

OUT + RIGHT  OUTRIGHT GHIORTTU being without limit or reservation [adj] 

OUT + RIVAL  OUTRIVAL AILORTUV to outdo in competition or rivalry [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

OUT + ROWED OUTROWED DEOORTUW OUTROW, to surpass in rowing [v] 

OUT + SAVOR OUTSAVOR AOORSTUV to surpass in distinctive taste or smell [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + SCOLD  OUTSCOLD CDLOOSTU to surpass in scolding [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + SCOOP OUTSCOOP COOOPSTU to surpass in scooping [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + SCORE  OUTSCORE CEOORSTU to score more points than [v -D, -RING, -S] 

OUT + SCORN OUTSCORN CNOORSTU to surpass in scorning [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + SERVE  OUTSERVE EEORSTUV to surpass in serving [v -D, -VING, -S] 

OUT + SHAME OUTSHAME AEHMOSTU to surpass in shaming [v -D, -MING, -S] 

OUT + SHINE  OUTSHINE EHINOSTU to shine brighter than [v -HONE, -D, -NING, -S] 

OUT + SHOOT OUTSHOOT HOOOSTTU to shoot better than [v OUTSHOT, -ING, -S] 

OUT + SHOUT OUTSHOUT HOOSTTUU to shout louder than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + SIGHT  OUTSIGHT GHIOSTTU power of perceiving external things [n -S] 

OUT + SIZED  OUTSIZED DEIOSTUZ referring to unusual size [adj] 

OUT + SKATE  OUTSKATE AEKOSTTU to surpass in skating [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OUT + SKIRT  OUTSKIRT IKORSTTU outlying area [n -S] 

OUT + SLEEP  OUTSLEEP EELOPSTU to sleep later than [v -LEPT, -ING, -S] 

OUT + SLICK  OUTSLICK CIKLOSTU to get better of by trickery or cunning [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + SMART  OUTSMART AMORSTTU to outwit (to get better of by superior cleverness) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + SMELL  OUTSMELL ELLMOSTU to surpass in smelling [v -ED, -ELT, -ING, -S] 

OUT + SMILE  OUTSMILE EILMOSTU to surpass in smiling [v -D, -LING, -S] 

OUT + SMOKE OUTSMOKE EKMOOSTU to surpass in smoking [v -D, -KING, -S] 

OUT + SNORE OUTSNORE ENOORSTU to surpass in snoring [v -D, -RING, -S] 

OUT + SPEAK  OUTSPEAK AEKOPSTU to outdo in speaking [v -POKE, -POKEN, -ING, -S] 

OUT + SPEED  OUTSPEED DEEOPSTU to go faster than [v OUTSPED, -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + SPELL  OUTSPELL ELLOPSTU to surpass in spelling [v -ED, -ELT, -ING, -S] 

OUT + SPEND  OUTSPEND DENOPSTU to exceed limits in spending [v -SPENT, -ING, -S] 

OUT + STAND  OUTSTAND ADNOSTTU to endure beyond [v -TOOD, -ING, -S] 

OUT + STARE  OUTSTARE AEORSTTU to outface (to confront unflinchingly) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

OUT + START  OUTSTART AORSTTTU to get ahead of at start [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + STATE  OUTSTATE AEOSTTTU to surpass in stating [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OUT + STEER  OUTSTEER EEORSTTU to surpass in steering [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + STRIP  OUTSTRIP IOPRSTTU to go faster or farther than [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

OUT + STUDY  OUTSTUDY DOSTTUUY to surpass in study [v -DIED, -ING, -DIES] 
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OUT + STUNT  OUTSTUNT NOSTTTUU to surpass in stunting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + SWEAR OUTSWEAR AEORSTUW to surpass in swearing [v -WORE, -WARE, -WORN, -ING, -S] 

OUT + SWEEP OUTSWEEP EEOPSTUW to surpass in sweeping [v -EPT, -ING, -S] 

OUT + SWING OUTSWING GINOSTUW to surpass in swinging [v -WUNG, -ING, -S] 

OUT + THANK  OUTTHANK AHKNOTTU to surpass in tanking [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + THINK  OUTTHINK HIKNOTTU to get better of by thinking [v -HOUGHT, -ING, -S] 

OUT + THROB OUTTHROB BHOORTTU to surpass in throbbing [v -BBED, -BBING, -S] 

OUT + THROW OUTTHROW OOHRTTUW to throw farther or more accurately than [v -REW, -ING, -S] 

OUT + TOWER OUTTOWER EOORTTUW to tower above [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + TRADE  OUTTRADE ADEORTTU to get better of in trade [v -D, -DING, -S] 

OUT + TRICK  OUTTRICK CIKORTTU to get better of by trickery [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + TRUMP  OUTTRUMP MPRTTUU to outplay (to exceed or defeat in game) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + VALUE  OUTVALUE AELOTUUV to be worth more value than [v -D, -UING, -S] 

OUT + VAUNT  OUTVAUNT ANOTTUUV to surpass in vaunting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + VOICE  OUTVOICE CEIOOTUV to surpass in loudness of voice [v -D, -CING, -S] 

OUT + VYING  OUTVYING GINOTUVY OUTVIE, to surpass in competition [v] 

OUT + WARDS OUTWARDS ADORSTUW outward (toward outside) [adv] 

OUT + WASTE OUTWASTE AEOSTTUW to surpass in wasting [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OUT + WATCH OUTWATCH ACHOTTUW to watch longer than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + WEARY OUTWEARY AEORTUWY to surpass in wearying [v -RIED, -ING, -RIES] 

OUT + WEIGH OUTWEIGH EGHIOTUW to weigh more than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + WHIRL  OUTWHIRL HILORTUW to surpass in whirling [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUT + WRITE  OUTWRITE EIORTTUW to write better than [v OUTWRIT, -ROTE, -TTEN, -TING, -S] 

OUT + YIELD  OUTYIELD DEILOTUY to surpass in yielding [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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PAN + 

PAN + DEMIC  PANDEMIC ACDEIMNP widespread disease [n -S] 

PAN + HUMAN PANHUMAN AAHMNNPU pertaining to all humanity [adj] 

PAN + OPTIC  PANOPTIC ACINOPPT including everything visible in one view [adj] 
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PER+  

PER + FORCE  PERFORCE CEEFOPRR of necessity [adv] 

PER + MEANT  PERMEANT AEEMNPRT that permeates [adj] 

PER + ORATE  PERORATE AEEOPRRT to make lengthy speech [v -D, -S, -TING] 

PER + SPIRE  PERSPIRE EEIPPRRS to give off moisture through pores of skin [v -D, -S, -RING] 

PER + SPIRY  PERSPIRY EIPPRRSY PERSPIRE, to give off moisture through pores of skin [adj] 

PER + USING  PERUSING EGINPRSU PERUSE, to read (to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed) [v] 
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PIN + 

PIN + CHECK  PINCHECK CCEHIKNP fabric design [n -S] 

PIN + GRASS  PINGRASS AGINPRSS European weed [n -ES] 

PIN + POINT  PINPOINT IINNOPPT to locate precisely [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PIN + PRICK  PINPRICK CIIKNPPR to puncture with pin [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PIN + WHEEL  PINWHEEL EEHILNPW to revolve at end of stick [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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PRE+ 

PRE + ACTED  PREACTED ACDEEPRT PREACT, to act beforehand [v] 

PRE + ADAPT  PREADAPT AADEPPRT to adapt beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRE + ADMIT  PREADMIT ADEIMPRT to admit beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRE + ADOPT  PREADOPT ADEOPPRT to adopt beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRE + ADULT  PREADULT ADELPRTU person not yet adult [n -S] 

PRE + ALLOT  PREALLOT AELLOPRT to allot beforehand [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

PRE + ALTER  PREALTER AEELPRRT to alter beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRE + AMBLE  PREAMBLE ABEELMPR introductory statement [n -S] 

PRE + APPLY  PREAPPLY AELPPPRY to apply beforehand [v -LIED, -ING, -LIES] 

PRE + ARMED  PREARMED ADEEMPRR PREARM, to arm beforehand [v] 

PRE + AUDIT  PREAUDIT ADEIPRTU audit made prior to final settlement of transaction [n -S] 

PRE + AXIAL  PREAXIAL AAEILPRX situated in front of axis [adj] 

PRE + BASAL  PREBASAL AABELPRS situated in front of base [adj] 

PRE + BIRTH  PREBIRTH BEHIPRRT period preceding child's birth [n -S] 

PRE + BLESS  PREBLESS BEELPRSS to bless beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

PRE + BOARD  PREBOARD ABDEOPRR to board before regular time [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRE + BUILD  PREBUILD BDEILPRU to build beforehand [v -LT, -ING, -S] 

PRE + CHECK  PRECHECK CCEEHKPR to check beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRE + CHILL  PRECHILL CEHILLPR to chill beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRE + CHOSE  PRECHOSE CEEHOPRS PRECHOOSE, to choose beforehand [v] 

PRE + CLEAN  PRECLEAN ACEELNPR to clean beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRE + CLEAR  PRECLEAR ACEELPRR to clear beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRE + CRASH  PRECRASH ACEHPRRS preceding crash [adj] 

PRE + DEATH  PREDEATH ADEEHPRT period preceding person's death [n -S] 

PRE + DRAFT  PREDRAFT ADEFPRRT preceding draft (system for selecting players for professional teams) [adj] 

PRE + DRIED  PREDRIED DDEEIPRR PREDRY, to dry beforehand [v] 

PRE + DRIES  PREDRIES DEEIPRRS PREDRY, to dry beforehand [v] 

PRE + DRILL  PREDRILL DEILLPRR to drill beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRE + ELECT  PREELECT CEEELPRT to elect or choose beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRE + ENACT  PREENACT ACEENPRT to enact beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRE + ERECT  PREERECT CEEEPRRT to erect beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRE + EXIST  PREEXIST EEIPRSTX to exist before [v -S, -ING, -S] 

PRE + FACER  PREFACER ACEEFPRR one that prefaces (to provide with introductory statement) [n -S] 

PRE + FIGHT  PREFIGHT EFGHIPRT preceding fight [adj] 

PRE + FIXED  PREFIXED DEEFIPRX PREFIX, to add as prefix (form affixed to beginning of root word) [v] 

PRE + FIXES  PREFIXES EEFIPRSX PREFIX, to add as prefix (form affixed to beginning of root word) [v] 

PRE + FLAME  PREFLAME AEEFLMPR preceding flame [adj] 

PRE + FOCUS  PREFOCUS CEFOPRSU to focus beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -ES, -SSED, -SSING, -SSES] 

PRE + FRANK  PREFRANK AEFKNPRR to frank beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRE + FROZE  PREFROZE EEFOPRRZ PREFREEZE [v] 

PRE + GUIDE  PREGUIDE DEEGIPRU to guide beforehand [v -D, -DING, -S] 

PRE + HUMAN PREHUMAN AEHMNPRU prototype of man [n -S] 

PRE + JUDGE  PREJUDGE DEEGJPRU to judge beforehand [v -D, -GING, -S] 

PRE + LEGAL  PRELEGAL AEEGLLPR occurring before commencement of studies in law [adj] 
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PRE + LIMIT  PRELIMIT EIILMPRT to limit beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRE + LUNCH  PRELUNCH CEHLNPRU preceding lunch [adj] 

PRE + MEDIC  PREMEDIC CDEEIMPR premed (student preparing for study of medicine) [n -S] 

PRE + MIXED  PREMIXED DEEIMPRX PREMIX, to mix before use [v] 

PRE + MIXES  PREMIXES EEIMPRSX PREMIX, to mix before use [v] 

PRE + MOLAR  PREMOLAR AELMOPRR tooth (one of hard structures attached in row to each jaw) [n -S] 

PRE + MORAL  PREMORAL AELMOPRR preceding development of moral code [adj] 

PRE + MOTOR  PREMOTOR EMOOPRRT pertaining to part of frontal lobe of brain [adj] 

PRE + NATAL  PRENATAL AAELNPRT prior to birth [adj] 

PRE + NOMEN PRENOMEN EEMNNOPR first name of ancient Roman [n -S, -MINA] 

PRE + ORDER  PREORDER DEEOPRRR to order beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRE + OWNED PREOWNED DEENOPRW owned beforehand by someone else [adj] 

PRE + PARER  PREPARER AEEPPRRR one that prepares (to put in proper condition or readiness) [n -S] 

PRE + PASTE  PREPASTE AEEPPRST to paste beforehand [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PRE + PLACE  PREPLACE ACEELPPR to place beforehand [v -D, -CING, -S] 

PRE + PLANT  PREPLANT AELNPPRT occurring before planting [adj] 

PRE + PRESS  PREPRESS EEPPRRSS pertaining to preparation of copy for printing [adj] 

PRE + PRICE  PREPRICE CEEIPPRR to price beforehand [v -D, -CING, -S] 

PRE + PRINT  PREPRINT EINPPRRT to print in advance [v -ED, -TING, -S] 

PRE + PUBIS  PREPUBIS BEIPPRSU bone situated in front of pubic bones [n -BES] 

PRE + PUNCH  PREPUNCH CEHNPPRU to punch in advance [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

PRE + PUPAL  PREPUPAL AELPPPRU preceding pupal stage [adj] 

PRE + RADIO  PRERADIO ADEIOPRR preceding development of radio [adj] 

PRE + RENAL  PRERENAL AEELNPRR situated in front of kidney [adj] 

PRE + RINSE  PRERINSE EEINPRRS to rinse beforehand [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PRE + SAGER  PRESAGER AEEGPRRS one that presages (to foretell (to tell of or about in advance)) [n -S] 

PRE + SCORE  PRESCORE CEEOPRRS to record sound of before filming [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PRE + SHAPE  PRESHAPE AEEHPPRS to shape beforehand [v -D, -PING, -S] 

PRE + SLEEP  PRESLEEP EEELPPRS preceding sleep [adj] 

PRE + SLICE  PRESLICE CEEILPRS to slice beforehand [v -D, -CING, -S] 

PRE + SOLVE  PRESOLVE EELOPRSV to solve beforehand [v -D, -VING, -S] 

PRE + SPLIT  PRESPLIT EILPPRST preceding split [adj] 

PRE + STAMP  PRESTAMP AEMPPRST to stamp beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRE + STORE  PRESTORE EEOPRRST to store beforehand [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PRE + TASTE  PRETASTE AEEPRSTT to taste beforehand [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PRE + TRAIN  PRETRAIN AEINPRRT to train beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRE + TREAT  PRETREAT AEEPRRTT to treat beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRE + TRIAL  PRETRIAL AEILPRRT proceeding that precedes trial [n -S] 

PRE + UNION  PREUNION EINNOPRU union beforehand [n -S] 

PRE + UNITE  PREUNITE EEINPRTU to unite beforehand [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PRE + VALUE  PREVALUE AEELPRUV to value beforehand [v -D, UING, -S] 

PRE + VISIT  PREVISIT EIIPRSTV to visit beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRE + VISOR  PREVISOR EIOPRRSV one that previses (to foresee (to see in advance)) [n -S] 

PRE + WEIGH  PREWEIGH EEGHIPRW to weigh beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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PRO + 
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PRO + CLAIM  PROCLAIM ACILMOPR to make known publicly or officially [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRO + FILER  PROFILER EFILOPRR one that profiles (to draw outline of) [n -S] 

PRO + FOUND PROFOUND DFNOOPRU intellectually deep and penetrating [adj -ER, -EST] / something that is very deep [n -S] 

PRO + GRADE  PROGRADE ADEGOPRR pertaining to orbital motion of body [adj] 

PRO + LAPSE  PROLAPSE AELOPPRS to fall or slip out of place [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PRO + MISER  PROMISER EIMOPRRS promisor (one that promises (to make declaration of assurance)) [n -S] 

PRO + PHAGE  PROPHAGE AEGHOPPR form of virus [n -S] 

PRO + PHASE  PROPHASE AEHOPPRS first stage in mitosis [n -S] 

PRO + POSER  PROPOSER EOOPPRRS one that proposes (to put forward for consideration or acceptance) [n -S] 

PRO + POUND PROPOUND DNOOPPRU to propose (to put forward for consideration or acceptance) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRO + PYLON  PROPYLON LNOOPPRY entrance to temple [n -LA] 

PRO + ROGUE PROROGUE EGOOPRRU to discontinue session of [v -D, -UING, -S] 

PRO + SPECT  PROSPECT CEOPPRST to explore for mineral deposits [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRO + STATE  PROSTATE AEOPRSTT gland in male mammals [n -S] 

PRO + STYLE  PROSTYLE ELOPRSTY building having row of columns across front only [n -S] 
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RED + 

RED + BRICK  REDBRICK BCDEIKRR modern British university [n -S] 

RED + HORSE  REDHORSE DEEHORRS freshwater fish [n -S] 

RED + LINER  REDLINER DEEILNRR one that redlines (to withhold loans or insurance from certain neighborhoods) [n -S] 

RED + SHANK  REDSHANK ADEHKNRS shore bird [n -S] 

RED + SHIFT  REDSHIFT DEFHIRST displacement of spectrum of celestial body toward longer wavelengths [n -S] 

RED + SHIRT  REDSHIRT DEHIRRST to keep college athlete out of varsity play in order to extend his eligibility [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RED + WATER REDWATER ADEERRTW blood disease of cattle [n -S] 

 

3–Letter Front Extensions To TWS from Opponent’s 5–Letter Opening Plays  

SEA + 

SEA + BEACH  SEABEACH AABCEEHS beach lying along sea [n -ES] 

SEA + BOARD  SEABOARD AABDEORS seacoast (land bordering on sea) [n -S] 

SEA + BORNE  SEABORNE ABEENORS carried on or over sea [adj] 

SEA + COAST  SEACOAST AACEOSST land bordering on sea [n -S] 

SEA + CRAFT  SEACRAFT AACEFRST skill in sea navigation [n -S] 

SEA + FARER  SEAFARER AAEEFRRS sailor (member of ship's crew) [n -S] 

SEA + FLOOR  SEAFLOOR AEFLOORS bottom of sea [n -S] 

SEA + FRONT  SEAFRONT AEFNORST area along edge of sea [n -S] 

SEA + GOING  SEAGOING AEGGINOS designed for use on sea [adj] 

SEA + GRASS  SEAGRASS AAEGRSSS grasslike plant living in or close to sea [n -S] 

SEA + HORSE  SEAHORSE AEEHORSS fish of pipefish family [n -S] 

SEA + MOUNT SEAMOUNT AEMNOSTU undersea mountain [n -S] 

SEA + PIECE  SEAPIECE ACEEEIPS seascape (picture of sea) [n -S] 

SEA + PLANE  SEAPLANE AAEELNPS airplane designed to take off from or land on water [n -S] 

SEA + QUAKE  SEAQUAKE AAEEKQSU undersea earthquake [n -S] 

SEA + ROBIN  SEAROBIN ABEINORS marine fish [n -S] 

SEA + SCOUT  SEASCOUT ACEOSSTU boy scout trained in water activities [n -S] 

SEA + SHELL  SEASHELL AEEHLLSS shell of marine mollusk [n -S] 

SEA + SHORE  SEASHORE AEEHORSS land bordering on sea [n -S] 
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SEA + TRAIN  SEATRAIN AAEINRST ship equipped to carry railroad cars [n -S] 

SEA + TROUT  SEATROUT AEORSTTU marine fish [n -S] 

SEA + WATER  SEAWATER AAEERSTW water from sea [n -S] 

SEA + WEEDY  SEAWEEDY ADEEESWY SEAWEED, plant growing in sea [adj] -DIER, -DIEST] 

 

3–Letter Front Extensions To TWS from Opponent’s 5–Letter Opening Plays  

SKY + 

SKY + BOARD  SKYBOARD ABDKORSY board with foot bindings that is used for skysurfing [n -S] 

SKY + BORNE  SKYBORNE BEKNORSY airborne (flying) [adj] 

SKY + BOXES  SKYBOXES BEKOSSXY SKYBOX, enclosure of seats situated high in stadium [n] 

SKY + DIVER  SKYDIVER DEIKRSVY one that skydives (to parachute from airplane for sport) [n -S] 

SKY + LIGHT  SKYLIGHT GHIKLSTY window in roof or ceiling [n -S] 

SKY + SCAPE  SKYSCAPE ACEKPSSY view of sky [n -S] 

SKY + WATCH SKYWATCH ACHKSTWY to observe sky for heavenly bodies or aircraft [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SKY + WRITE  SKYWRITE EIKRSTWY to write in sky by releasing visible vapor from airplane [v -ROTE, -TTEN, -TING, -S] 

 

3–Letter Front Extensions To TWS from Opponent’s 5–Letter Opening Plays  

SUB + 

SUB + ABBOT  SUBABBOT ABBBOSTU subordinate abbot [n -S] 

SUB + ACRID  SUBACRID ABCDIRSU somewhat acrid [adj] 

SUB + ACUTE  SUBACUTE ABCESTUU somewhat acute [adj] 

SUB + ADULT  SUBADULT ABDLSTUU individual approaching adulthood [n -S] 

SUB + AGENT  SUBAGENT ABEGNSTU subordinate agent [n -S] 

SUB + AURAL  SUBAURAL AABLRSUU scarcely hearable [adj] 

SUB + AXIAL  SUBAXIAL AABILSUX somewhat axial [adj] 

SUB + BASIN  SUBBASIN ABBINSSU section of area drained by river [n -S] 

SUB + BLOCK  SUBBLOCK BBCKLOSU subdivision of block [n -S] 

SUB + BREED  SUBBREED BBDEERSU distinguishable strain within breed [n -S] 

SUB + CASTE  SUBCASTE ABCESSTU subdivision of caste [n -S] 

SUB + CAUSE  SUBCAUSE ABCESSUU subordinate cause [n -S] 

SUB + CHIEF  SUBCHIEF BCEFHISU subordinate chief [n -S] 

SUB + CLAIM  SUBCLAIM ABCILMSU subordinate claim [n -S] 

SUB + CLASS  SUBCLASS ABCLSSSU to place in subdivision of class [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SUB + CLERK  SUBCLERK BCEKLRSU subordinate clerk [n -S] 

SUB + CUTIS  SUBCUTIS BCISSTUU deeper part of dermis [n -TES, -ES] 

SUB + DEPOT  SUBDEPOT BDEOPSTU military depot that operates under jurisdiction of another depot [n -S] 

SUB + DURAL  SUBDURAL ABDLRSUU situated under dura mater [adj] 

SUB + DWARF SUBDWARF ABDFRSUW small star of relatively low luminosity [n -S] 

SUB + ENTRY  SUBENTRY BENRSTUY entry made under more general entry [n -RIES] 

SUB + EPOCH  SUBEPOCH BCEHOPSU subdivision of epoch [n -S] 

SUB + ERECT  SUBERECT BCEERSTU nearly erect [adj] 

SUB + FIELD  SUBFIELD BDEFILSU subset of mathematical field that is itself field [n -S] 

SUB + FIXES  SUBFIXES BEFISSUX SUBFIX, distinguishing symbol or letter written below another character [n] 

SUB + FLOOR  SUBFLOOR BFLOORSU rough floor laid as base for finished floor [n -S] 

SUB + FLUID  SUBFLUID BDFILSUU somewhat fluid [adj] 

SUB + FRAME  SUBFRAME ABEFMRSU frame for attachment of finish frame [n -S] 

SUB + GENRE  SUBGENRE BEEGNRSU subdivision of genre [n -S] 
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SUB + GENUS SUBGENUS BEGNSSUU subdivision of genus [n -ERA, -ES] 

SUB + GRADE  SUBGRADE ABDEGRSU surface on which pavement is placed [n -S] 

SUB + GRAPH  SUBGRAPH ABGHPRSU graph contained within larger graph [n -S] 

SUB + GROUP SUBGROUP BGOPRSUU to divide into smaller groups [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUB + HUMAN SUBHUMAN ABHMNSUU one that is less than human [n -S] 

SUB + HUMID  SUBHUMID BDHIMSUU somewhat humid [adj] 

SUB + INDEX  SUBINDEX BDEINSUX subfix (distinguishing symbol or letter written below another character) [n -ES, -DICES] 

SUB + LEASE  SUBLEASE ABEELSSU to sublet (to rent leased property to another) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SUB + LEVEL  SUBLEVEL BEELLSUV lower level [n -S] 

SUB + LIMIT  SUBLIMIT BIILMSTU limit within limit [n -S] 

SUB + LUNAR  SUBLUNAR ABLNRSUU pertaining to earth [adj] 

SUB + MERGE SUBMERGE BEEGMRSU to place below surface of liquid [v -D, -GING, -S] 

SUB + NASAL  SUBNASAL AABLNSSU situated under nose [adj] 

SUB + NICHE  SUBNICHE BCEHINSU subdivision of habitat [n -S] 

SUB + NODAL  SUBNODAL ABDLNOSU situated under node [adj] 

SUB + OCEAN  SUBOCEAN ABCENOSU existing below floor of ocean [adj] 

SUB + OPTIC  SUBOPTIC BCIOPSTU situated under eyes [adj] 

SUB + ORDER SUBORDER BDEORRSU category of related families within order [n -S] 

SUB + OVATE  SUBOVATE ABEOSTUV nearly ovate [adj] 

SUB + OXIDE  SUBOXIDE BDEIOSUX oxide containing relatively little oxygen [n -S] 

SUB + PANEL  SUBPANEL ABELNPSU subdivision of panel [n -S] 

SUB + PHASE  SUBPHASE ABEHPSSU subdivision of phase [n -S] 

SUB + PHYLA  SUBPHYLA ABHLPSUY SUBPHYLUM, taxonomic division forming part of phylum [n] / divisions within phylum [n SUBPHYLA] 

SUB + POLAR  SUBPOLAR ABLOPRSU situated just outside polar circles [adj] 

SUB + PRIME  SUBPRIME BEIMPRSU denoting loan that is at higher interest rate than prime rate [adj] 

SUB + PUBIC  SUBPUBIC BBCIPSUU situated under pubis [adj] 

SUB + SCALE  SUBSCALE ABCELSSU subdivision of scale [n -S] 

SUB + SENSE  SUBSENSE BEENSSSU subdivision of sense [n -S] 

SUB + SERVE  SUBSERVE BEERSSUV to serve to promote [v -D, -VING, -S] 

SUB + SHAFT  SUBSHAFT ABFHSSTU shaft that is beneath another shaft [n -S] 

SUB + SHELL  SUBSHELL BEHLLSSU one of orbitals making up electron shell of atom [n -S] 

SUB + SHRUB  SUBSHRUB BBHRSSUU low shrub [n -S] 

SUB + SKILL  SUBSKILL BIKLLSSU subordinate skill [n -S] 

SUB + SOLAR  SUBSOLAR ABLORSSU situated directly beneath sun [adj] 

SUB + SONIC  SUBSONIC BCINOSSU moving at speed less than that of sound [adj] 

SUB + SPACE  SUBSPACE ABCEPSSU subset of mathematical space [n -S] 

SUB + STAGE  SUBSTAGE ABEGSSTU part of microscope for supporting accessories [n -S] 

SUB + STATE  SUBSTATE ABESSTTU subdivision of state [n -S] 

SUB + STORM SUBSTORM BMORSSTU disturbance in planetary magnetic field [n -S] 

SUB + TAXON  SUBTAXON ABNOSTUX subdivision of taxon [n -XA, -S] 

SUB + THEME  SUBTHEME BEEHMSTU subordinate theme [n -S] 

SUB + TITLE  SUBTITLE BEILSTTU to give secondary title to [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SUB + TONIC  SUBTONIC BCINOSTU type of musical tone [n -S] 

SUB + TOPIC  SUBTOPIC BCIOPSTU secondary topic [n -S] 

SUB + TOTAL  SUBTOTAL ABLOSTTU to total portion of [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

SUB + TRACT  SUBTRACT ABCRSTTU to take away [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUB + TRADE  SUBTRADE ABDERSTU specialist hired by general contractor [n -S] 
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SUB + TREND  SUBTREND BDENRSTU subordinate trend [n -S] 

SUB + TRIBE  SUBTRIBE BBEIRSTU subdivision of tribe [n -S] 

SUB + TUNIC  SUBTUNIC BCINSTUU tunic worn under another tunic [n -S] 

SUB + TWEET  SUBTWEET BEESTTUW to tweet about without referring to by name [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUB + URBAN  SUBURBAN ABBNRSUU one who lives in suburb [n -S] 

SUB + URBIA  SUBURBIA ABBIRSUU suburbs of city [n -S] 

SUB + VICAR  SUBVICAR ABCIRSUV subordinate vicar [n -S] 

SUB + VIRAL  SUBVIRAL ABILRSUV pertaining to part of virus [adj] 

SUB + VIRUS  SUBVIRUS BIRSSUUV viral protein smaller than virus [n -ES] 

SUB + VOCAL  SUBVOCAL ABCLOSUV mentally formulated as words [adj] 

SUB + WORLD SUBWORLD BDLORSUW subdivision of sphere of interest or activity [n -S] 

 

3–Letter Front Extensions To TWS from Opponent’s 5–Letter Opening Plays  

SUC + 

SUC + CORED SUCCORED CCDEORSU SUCCOR, to go to aid of [v] 

SUC + CORER  SUCCORER CCEORRSU one that succors (to go to aid of) [n -S] 

 

3–Letter Front Extensions To TWS from Opponent’s 5–Letter Opening Plays  

SUF + 

SUF + FIXED  SUFFIXED DEFFISUX SUFFIX, to add as suffix (form affixed to end of end of word) [v] 

SUF + FIXES  SUFFIXES EFFISSUX SUFFIX, to add as suffix (form affixed to end of end of word) [v] 

 

3–Letter Front Extensions To TWS from Opponent’s 5–Letter Opening Plays  

SUN + 

SUN + BAKED  SUNBAKED ABDEKNSU baked by sun [adj] 

SUN + BATHE  SUNBATHE ABEHNSTU to take sunbath [v -D, -HING, -S] 

SUN + BEAMY  SUNBEAMY ABEMNSUY SUNBEAM, beam of sunlight [adj] 

SUN + BLOCK  SUNBLOCK BCKLNOSU preparation to protect skin from sun's rays [n -S] 

SUN + BURST  SUNBURST BNRSSTUU burst of sunlight [n -S] 

SUN + CHOKE SUNCHOKE CEHKNOSU type of sunflower [n -S] 

SUN + DRESS  SUNDRESS DENRSSSU dress with abbreviated bodice [n -ES] 

SUN + DROPS SUNDROPS DNOPRSSU flowering plant [n SUNDROPS] 

SUN + GLASS  SUNGLASS AGLNSSSU lens for concentrating sun's rays in order to produce heat [n -ES] 

SUN + LIGHT  SUNLIGHT GHILNSTU light of sun [n -S] 

SUN + PORCH SUNPORCH CHNOPRSU  porch that admits much sunlight [n -ES] 

SUN + PROOF  SUNPROOF FNOOPRSU resistant to damage by sunlight [adj] 

SUN + SCALD  SUNSCALD ACDLNSSU injury of woody plants caused by sun [n -S] 

SUN + SHADE SUNSHADE ADEHNSSU something used as protection from sun [n -S] 

SUN + SHINE  SUNSHINE EHINNSSU light of sun [n -S] 

SUN + SHINY  SUNSHINY HINNSSUY SUNSHINE, light of sun [adj] 

SUN + STONE  SUNSTONE ENNOSSTU variety of quartz [n -S] 

 

3–Letter Front Extensions To TWS from Opponent’s 5–Letter Opening Plays  

SUP + 

SUP + PLANT  SUPPLANT ALNPPSTU to take place of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUP + PLIED  SUPPLIED DEILPPSU SUPPLY, to furnish with what is needed [v] 

SUP + PLIER  SUPPLIER EILPPRSU one that supplies (to furnish with what is needed) [n -S] 
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SUP + PLIES  SUPPLIES EILPPSSU SUPPLY, to furnish with what is needed [v] 

SUP + POSER  SUPPOSER EOPPRSSU one that supposes (to assume to be true) [n -S] 

SUP + PRESS  SUPPRESS EPPRSSSU to put end to forcibly [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

 

3–Letter Front Extensions To TWS from Opponent’s 5–Letter Opening Plays  

SUR + 

SUR + BASED  SURBASED ABDERSSU SURBASE, molding or border above base of structure [adj] 

SUR + CEASE  SURCEASE ACEERSSU to cease (to stop (to discontinue progress or motion of)) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SUR + FABLE  SURFABLE ABEFLRSU SURF, to ride breaking waves on long, narrow board [adj] 

SUR + FACER  SURFACER ACEFRRSU one that surfaces (to apply outer layer to) [n -S] 

SUR + MISER  SURMISER EIMRRSSU one that surmises (to infer with little evidence) [n -S] 

SUR + MOUNT SURMOUNT MNORSTUU to get over or across [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUR + NAMER SURNAMER AEMNRRSU one that surnames (to give family name to) [n -S] 

SUR + PRINT  SURPRINT INPRRSTU to print over something already printed [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUR + PRISE  SURPRISE EIPRRSSU to come upon unexpectedly [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SUR + PRIZE  SURPRIZE EIPRRSUZ to surprise (to come upon unexpectedly) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SUR + ROUND SURROUND DNORRSUU to extend completely around [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUR + ROYAL  SURROYAL ALORRSUY topmost prong of stag's antler [n -S] 

SUR + TAXED  SURTAXED ADERSTUX SURTAX, to assess with extra tax [v] 

SUR + TAXES  SURTAXES AERSSTUX SURTAX, to assess with extra tax [v] 

SUR + TITLE  SURTITLE EILRSTTU translation of foreign-language dialogue displayed above screen or stage [n -S] 

 

3–Letter Front Extensions To TWS from Opponent’s 5–Letter Opening Plays  

SYM + 

SYM + BIONT  SYMBIONT BIMNOSTY organism living in close association with another [n -S] 

SYM + PHONY  SYMPHONY HMNOPSYY orchestral composition [n -NIES] 

SYM + PODIA  SYMPODIA ADIMOPSY plant stems made up of series of superposed branches [n SYMPODIA] 

 

3–Letter Front Extensions To TWS from Opponent’s 5–Letter Opening Plays  

SYN + 

SYN + APSIS  SYNAPSIS AINPSSSY point at which nervous impulse passes from one neuron to another [n -SES] 

SYN +  CHING  SYNCHING CGHINNSY SYNCH, to sync (to cause to operate in unison) [v] 

SYN + CLINE  SYNCLINE CEILNNSY type of rock formation [n -S] 

SYN + COPAL  SYNCOPAL ACLNOPSY SYNCOPE, contraction of word by omitting one or more sounds from middle [adj] 

SYN + GAMIC  SYNGAMIC ACGIMNSY SYNGAMY, union of two gametes [adj] 

SYN + GASES  SYNGASES AEGNSSSY SYNGAS, mixture of carbon monoxide and hydrogen used in chemical synthesis [n] 

SYN + GENIC  SYNGENIC CEGINNSY relating to or being genetically identical individuals with respect to reaction to antigens [adj] 

SYN + OPTIC  SYNOPTIC CINOPSTY SYNOPSIS, summary (short restatement) [adj] 

SYN + TAXES  SYNTAXES AENSSTXY SYNTAX, way in which words are put together to form phrases and sentences [n] 

SYN + TONIC  SYNTONIC CINNOSTY having temperament responsive to given social environment [adj] 

 

3–Letter Front Extensions To TWS from Opponent’s 5–Letter Opening Plays  

TEG + 

TEG + MENTA  TEGMENTA AEEGMNTT anatomical coverings [n TEGMENTA] 

 

3–Letter Front Extensions To TWS from Opponent’s 5–Letter Opening Plays  

TOR + 
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TOR + QUATE  TORQUATE AEOQRTTU having torques (band of feathers, hair, or coloration around neck) [adj] 

 

3–Letter Front Extensions To TWS from Opponent’s 5–Letter Opening Plays  

TRI + 

TRI + ACTOR  TRIACTOR ACIORRTT trifecta (system of betting) [n -S] 

TRI + ANGLE  TRIANGLE AEGILNRT polygon having three sides [n -S] 

TRI + AXIAL  TRIAXIAL AAIILRTX having three axes [adj] 

TRI + AZINE  TRIAZINE AEIINRTZ chemical compound [n -S] 

TRI + AZOLE  TRIAZOLE AEILORTZ chemical compound [n -S] 

TRI + BASIC  TRIBASIC ABCIIRST having three replaceable hydrogen atoms [adj] 

TRI + BRACH  TRIBRACH ABCHIRRT type of metrical foot [n -S] 

TRI + COLOR  TRICOLOR CILOORRT flag having three colors [n -S] 

TRI + CYCLE  TRICYCLE CCEILRTY to ride vehicle having three wheels [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TRI + ETHYL  TRIETHYL EHILRTTY containing three ethyl groups [adj] 

TRI + FOCAL  TRIFOCAL ACFILORT type of lens (piece of transparent material used in changing convergence of light rays) [n -S] 

TRI + GLYPH  TRIGLYPH GHILPRTY architectural ornament [n -S] 

TRI + GRAPH  TRIGRAPH AGHIPRRT group of three letters representing one sound [n -S] 

TRI + LOBED  TRILOBED BDEILORT having three lobes [adj] 

TRI + METER  TRIMETER EEIMRRTT verse of three metrical feet [n -S] 

TRI + MORPH  TRIMORPH HIMOPRRT substance existing in three forms [n -S] 

TRI + MOTOR  TRIMOTOR IMOORRTT airplane powered by three engines [n -S] 

TRI + NODAL  TRINODAL ADILNORT having three nodes [adj] 

TRI + OXIDE  TRIOXIDE DEIIORTX type of oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical) [n -S] 

TRI + PEDAL  TRIPEDAL ADEILPRT having three feet [adj] 

TRI + PHASE  TRIPHASE AEHIPRST having three phases [adj] 

TRI + PLANE  TRIPLANE AEILNPRT type of airplane (winged aircraft propelled by jet engines or propellers) [n -S] 

TRI + POSES  TRIPOSES EIOPRSST TRIPOS, tripod (stand having three legs) [n] 

TRI + STATE  TRISTATE AEIRSTTT pertaining to area made up of three adjoining states [adj] 

TRI + STICH  TRISTICH CHIIRSTT stanza of three lines [n -S] 

TRI + THING  TRITHING GHIINRTT administrative division in England [n -S] 

TRI + UNITY  TRIUNITY IINRTTUY trinity (group of three) [n -TIES] 

TRI + VALVE  TRIVALVE AEILRTVV type of shell [n -S] 

 

3–Letter Front Extensions To TWS from Opponent’s 5–Letter Opening Plays  

UNI + 

UNI + AXIAL  UNIAXIAL AAIILNUX having one axis [adj] 

UNI + COLOR  UNICOLOR CILNOORU of one color [adj] 

UNI + CYCLE  UNICYCLE CCEILNUY to ride one-wheeled vehicle [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNI + FILAR  UNIFILAR AFIILNRU having only one thread, wire, or fiber [adj] 

UNI + LOBED  UNILOBED BDEILNOU having one lobe [adj] 

UNI + MODAL  UNIMODAL ADILMNOU having or involving one mode [adj] 

UNI + POLAR  UNIPOLAR AILNOPRU showing only one kind of polarity [adj] 

UNI + SEXES  UNISEXES EEINSSUX UNISEX, condition of not being distinguishable as to sex [n] 

UNI + TRUST  UNITRUST INRSTTUU type of annuity trust [n -S] 

UNI + VALVE  UNIVALVE AEILNUVV mollusk having single shell [n -S] 

UNI + VERSE  UNIVERSE EEINRSUV totality of all existing things [n -S] 

UNI + VOCAL  UNIVOCAL ACILNOUV word having only one meaning [n -S] 


	AIR +
	AIR + BORNE  AIRBORNE ABEINORR flying [adj]
	AIR + BOUND  AIRBOUND ABDINORU stopped up by air [adj]
	AIR + BRUSH  AIRBRUSH ABHIRRSU to apply in fine spray by compressed air, as paint [v -ED, -ING, -ES]
	AIR + BURST  AIRBURST ABIRRSTU explosion in air [n -S]
	AIR + BUSES  AIRBUSES ABEIRSSU AIRBUS, passenger airplane [n]
	AIR + CHECK  AIRCHECK ACCEHIKR recording made from radio broadcast [n -S]
	AIR + COACH  AIRCOACH AACCHIOR cheaper class of accommodations in commercial aircraft [n -S]
	AIR + CRAFT  AIRCRAFT AACFIRRT any machine or device capable of flying [n AIRCRAFT]
	AIR + FIELD  AIRFIELD ADEFIILR airport ([n -S]
	AIR + FRAME  AIRFRAME AAEFIMRR framework and external covering of airplane [n -S]
	AIR + LINER  AIRLINER AEIILNRR large passenger aircraft [n -S]
	AIR + PLANE  AIRPLANE AAEILNPR winged aircraft propelled by jet engines or propellers [n -S]
	AIR + POWER  AIRPOWER AEIOPRRW military strength of nation's air force [n -S]
	AIR + PROOF  AIRPROOF AFIOOPRR to make impermeable to air [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	AIR + SCREW  AIRSCREW ACEIRRSW airplane propeller [n -S]
	AIR + SPACE  AIRSPACE AACEIPRS portion of atmosphere above particular land area [n -S]
	AIR + SPEED  AIRSPEED ADEEIPRS speed of aircraft with relation to air [n -S]
	AIR + STRIP  AIRSTRIP AIIPRRST runway (landing and takeoff strip for aircraft) [n -S]
	AIR + TIGHT  AIRTIGHT AGHIIRTT not allowing air to escape or enter [adj]
	AIR + WOMAN AIRWOMAN AAIMNORW female aviator (one that aviates (to fly aircraft)) [n -MEN]
	APO + APSIS  APOAPSIS AAIOPPSS high point in orbit [n -SES, -IDES]
	APO + GAMIC  APOGAMIC AACGIMOP APOGAMY, form of plant reproduction [adj]
	APO + LOGIA  APOLOGIA AAGILOOP formal justification or defense [n -E, -S]
	APO + PHONY  APOPHONY AHNOOPPY ablaut (patterned change in root vowels of verb forms) [n -NIES]
	APO + STATE  APOSTATE AAEOPSTT one who commits apostasy (abandonment of one's faith or principles) [n -S]
	BED +
	BED + BOARD BEDBOARD ABBDDEOR board placed between mattress and bedspring [n -S]
	BED + CHAIR  BEDCHAIR ABCDEHIR chair near bed [n -S]
	BED + COVER  BEDCOVER BCDEEORV cover for bed [n -S]
	BED + FRAME  BEDFRAME ABDEEFMR frame of bed [n -S]
	BED + LINER  BEDLINER BDEEILNR protective covering for bed of truck [n -S]
	BED + MAKER  BEDMAKER ABDEEKMR one that makes beds [n -S]
	BED + PLATE  BEDPLATE ABDEELPT frame support [n -S]
	BED + QUILT   BEDQUILT BDEILQTU quilt for bed [n -S]
	BED + SHEET  BEDSHEET BDEEEHST sheet for bed [n -S]
	BED + SKIRT  BEDSKIRT BDEIKRST drapery attached to bed frame [n -S]
	BED + STAND  BEDSTAND ABDDENST table next to bed [n -S]
	BED + STEAD  BEDSTEAD ABDDEEST support for bed [n -S]
	BED + STRAW BEDSTRAW ABDERSTW woody herb [n -S]
	BIO +
	CAT +
	CAT + BRIAR  CATBRIAR AABCIRRT catbrier (thorny vine) [n -S]
	CAT + BRIER  CATBRIER ABCEIRRT thorny vine [n -S]
	CAT + FIGHT  CATFIGHT ACFGHITT fight between two women [n -S]
	COM +
	COW +
	COW + BERRY COWBERRY BCEORRWY pasture shrub [n -S]
	COW + POXES COWPOXES CEOOPSWX COWPOX, cattle disease [n]
	CUT +
	CUT + BLOCK  CUTBLOCK BCCKLOTU limited area authorized for logging [n -S]
	CUT + GRASS  CUTGRASS ACGRSSTU swamp grass [n -S]
	CUT + PURSE  CUTPURSE CEPRSTUU pickpocket [n -S]
	CUT + SCENE  CUTSCENE CCEENSTU type of scene in computer games [n -S]
	CUT + WATER  CUTWATER ACERTTUW front part of ship's prow [n -S]
	DAY +
	DAY + BREAK  DAYBREAK AABDEKRY first appearance of light in morning [n -S]
	DAY + DREAM DAYDREAM AADDEMRY to fantasize [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S]
	DAY + FLIES  DAYFLIES ADEFILSY DAYFLY, mayfly (winged insect) [n]
	DAY + LIGHT  DAYLIGHT ADGHILTY to illuminate with light of day [v -ED, -IT, -ING, -S]
	DOG +
	DOG + BERRY  DOGBERRY BDEGORRY wild berry [n -RRIES]
	DOG + EARED DOGEARED ADDEEGOR DOGEAR, to turn down corner of page [v]
	DOG + FIGHT  DOGFIGHT DFGGHIOT to engage in aerial battle [v -FOUGHT, -ING, -S]
	DOG + HOUSE DOGHOUSE DEGHOOSU shelter for dog [n -S]
	DOG + TOOTH DOGTOOTH DGHOOOTT cuspid (pointed tooth) [n -TEETH]
	DOG + WATCH DOGWATCH ACDGHOTW short period of watch duty on ship [n -ES]
	EAR +
	EAR + PHONE  EARPHONE AEEHNOPR listening device worn over ear [n -S]
	EAR + PIECE  EARPIECE ACEEEIPR earphone (listening device worn over ear) [n -S]
	EAR + STONE  EARSTONE AEENORST otolith (hard mass that forms in inner ear) [n -S]
	EAR + WAXES EARWAXES AAEERSWX EARWAX, cerumen (waxy secretion of ear) [n]
	EYE +
	EYE + BLACK  EYEBLACK ABCEEKLY dark pigment applied under eyes [n -S]
	EYE + BLINK  EYEBLINK BEEIKLNY instant (very short time) [n -S]
	EYE + DROPS  EYEDROPS DEEOPRSY medicated solution for eyes applied in drops [n]
	EYE + GLASS  EYEGLASS AEEGLSSY lens used to aid vision [n -ES]
	EYE + LINER  EYELINER EEEILNRY makeup for eyes [n -S]
	EYE + PATCH  EYEPATCH ACEEHPTY patch worn to protect injured eye [n -ES]
	EYE + PIECE  EYEPIECE CEEEEIPY lens or lens group nearest eye in optical instrument [n -S]
	EYE + POINT  EYEPOINT EEINOPTY point at which eye is placed in using optical instrument [n -S]
	EYE + SHADE  EYESHADE ADEEEHSY visor for shading eyes [n -S]
	EYE + SHINE  EYESHINE EEEHINSY reflection from eyes of some animals [n -S]
	EYE + SIGHT  EYESIGHT EEGHISTY ability to see [n -S]
	EYE + STALK  EYESTALK AEEKLSTY stalklike structure with eye at its tip [n -S]
	EYE + STONE  EYESTONE EEENOSTY disk used to remove foreign matter from eye [n -S]
	EYE + TOOTH  EYETOOTH EEHOOTTY cuspid (pointed tooth) [n -TEETH]
	EYE + WATER  EYEWATER AEEERTWY eyewash (eye lotion) [n -S]
	FLY +
	FLY + PAPER  FLYPAPER AEFLPPRY paper designed to catch or kill flies [n -S]
	FLY + SHEET  FLYSHEET EEFHLSTY circular (leaflet intended for wide distribution) [n -S]
	FLY + SPECK  FLYSPECK CEFKLPSY to mark with minute spots [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	FLY + WHEEL  FLYWHEEL EEFHLLWY heavy disk used in machinery [n -S]
	MAL +
	MIS +
	MIS + ACTED  MISACTED ACDEIMST MISACT, to act badly [v]
	MON +
	NEO +
	NEW +
	NEW + COMER NEWCOMER CEEMNORW one that has recently arrived [n -S]
	NEW + FOUND NEWFOUND DEFNNOUW newly found [adj]
	NEW + SPEAK  NEWSPEAK AEEKNPSW deliberately ambiguous language [n -S]
	NEW + WAVER NEWWAVER AEENRVWW member of new-wave movement [n -S]
	NON +
	OCT +
	PIN +
	PIN + CHECK  PINCHECK CCEHIKNP fabric design [n -S]
	PIN + GRASS  PINGRASS AGINPRSS European weed [n -ES]
	PIN + POINT  PINPOINT IINNOPPT to locate precisely [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	PIN + PRICK  PINPRICK CIIKNPPR to puncture with pin [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	PIN + WHEEL  PINWHEEL EEHILNPW to revolve at end of stick [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RED +
	RED + BRICK  REDBRICK BCDEIKRR modern British university [n -S]
	RED + HORSE  REDHORSE DEEHORRS freshwater fish [n -S]
	RED + LINER  REDLINER DEEILNRR one that redlines (to withhold loans or insurance from certain neighborhoods) [n -S]
	RED + SHANK  REDSHANK ADEHKNRS shore bird [n -S]
	RED + SHIFT  REDSHIFT DEFHIRST displacement of spectrum of celestial body toward longer wavelengths [n -S]
	RED + SHIRT  REDSHIRT DEHIRRST to keep college athlete out of varsity play in order to extend his eligibility [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RED + WATER REDWATER ADEERRTW blood disease of cattle [n -S]
	SEA +
	SEA + BEACH  SEABEACH AABCEEHS beach lying along sea [n -ES]
	SEA + BOARD  SEABOARD AABDEORS seacoast (land bordering on sea) [n -S]
	SEA + BORNE  SEABORNE ABEENORS carried on or over sea [adj]
	SEA + COAST  SEACOAST AACEOSST land bordering on sea [n -S]
	SEA + CRAFT  SEACRAFT AACEFRST skill in sea navigation [n -S]
	SEA + FARER  SEAFARER AAEEFRRS sailor (member of ship's crew) [n -S]
	SEA + FLOOR  SEAFLOOR AEFLOORS bottom of sea [n -S]
	SEA + FRONT  SEAFRONT AEFNORST area along edge of sea [n -S]
	SEA + GOING  SEAGOING AEGGINOS designed for use on sea [adj]
	SEA + GRASS  SEAGRASS AAEGRSSS grasslike plant living in or close to sea [n -S]
	SEA + HORSE  SEAHORSE AEEHORSS fish of pipefish family [n -S]
	SEA + MOUNT SEAMOUNT AEMNOSTU undersea mountain [n -S]
	SEA + PIECE  SEAPIECE ACEEEIPS seascape (picture of sea) [n -S]
	SEA + PLANE  SEAPLANE AAEELNPS airplane designed to take off from or land on water [n -S]
	SEA + QUAKE  SEAQUAKE AAEEKQSU undersea earthquake [n -S]
	SEA + ROBIN  SEAROBIN ABEINORS marine fish [n -S]
	SEA + SCOUT  SEASCOUT ACEOSSTU boy scout trained in water activities [n -S]
	SEA + SHELL  SEASHELL AEEHLLSS shell of marine mollusk [n -S]
	SEA + SHORE  SEASHORE AEEHORSS land bordering on sea [n -S]
	SEA + TRAIN  SEATRAIN AAEINRST ship equipped to carry railroad cars [n -S]
	SEA + TROUT  SEATROUT AEORSTTU marine fish [n -S]
	SEA + WATER  SEAWATER AAEERSTW water from sea [n -S]
	SEA + WEEDY  SEAWEEDY ADEEESWY SEAWEED, plant growing in sea [adj] -DIER, -DIEST]
	SKY +
	SKY + BOARD  SKYBOARD ABDKORSY board with foot bindings that is used for skysurfing [n -S]
	SKY + BORNE  SKYBORNE BEKNORSY airborne (flying) [adj]
	SKY + BOXES  SKYBOXES BEKOSSXY SKYBOX, enclosure of seats situated high in stadium [n]
	SKY + DIVER  SKYDIVER DEIKRSVY one that skydives (to parachute from airplane for sport) [n -S]
	SKY + LIGHT  SKYLIGHT GHIKLSTY window in roof or ceiling [n -S]
	SKY + SCAPE  SKYSCAPE ACEKPSSY view of sky [n -S]
	SKY + WATCH SKYWATCH ACHKSTWY to observe sky for heavenly bodies or aircraft [v -ED, -ING, -ES]
	SKY + WRITE  SKYWRITE EIKRSTWY to write in sky by releasing visible vapor from airplane [v -ROTE, -TTEN, -TING, -S]
	SUB + ABBOT  SUBABBOT ABBBOSTU subordinate abbot [n -S]
	SUB + ACRID  SUBACRID ABCDIRSU somewhat acrid [adj]
	SUB + ACUTE  SUBACUTE ABCESTUU somewhat acute [adj]
	SUB + ADULT  SUBADULT ABDLSTUU individual approaching adulthood [n -S]
	SUB + AGENT  SUBAGENT ABEGNSTU subordinate agent [n -S]
	SUB + AURAL  SUBAURAL AABLRSUU scarcely hearable [adj]
	SUB + AXIAL  SUBAXIAL AABILSUX somewhat axial [adj]
	SUB + BASIN  SUBBASIN ABBINSSU section of area drained by river [n -S]
	SUB + BLOCK  SUBBLOCK BBCKLOSU subdivision of block [n -S]
	SUB + BREED  SUBBREED BBDEERSU distinguishable strain within breed [n -S]
	SUB + CASTE  SUBCASTE ABCESSTU subdivision of caste [n -S]
	SUB + CAUSE  SUBCAUSE ABCESSUU subordinate cause [n -S]
	SUB + CHIEF  SUBCHIEF BCEFHISU subordinate chief [n -S]
	SUB + CLAIM  SUBCLAIM ABCILMSU subordinate claim [n -S]
	SUB + CLASS  SUBCLASS ABCLSSSU to place in subdivision of class [v -ED, -ING, -ES]
	SUB + CLERK  SUBCLERK BCEKLRSU subordinate clerk [n -S]
	SUB + CUTIS  SUBCUTIS BCISSTUU deeper part of dermis [n -TES, -ES]
	SUB + DEPOT  SUBDEPOT BDEOPSTU military depot that operates under jurisdiction of another depot [n -S]
	SUB + DURAL  SUBDURAL ABDLRSUU situated under dura mater [adj]
	SUB + DWARF SUBDWARF ABDFRSUW small star of relatively low luminosity [n -S]
	SUB + ENTRY  SUBENTRY BENRSTUY entry made under more general entry [n -RIES]
	SUB + EPOCH  SUBEPOCH BCEHOPSU subdivision of epoch [n -S]
	SUB + ERECT  SUBERECT BCEERSTU nearly erect [adj]
	SUB + FIELD  SUBFIELD BDEFILSU subset of mathematical field that is itself field [n -S]
	SUB + FIXES  SUBFIXES BEFISSUX SUBFIX, distinguishing symbol or letter written below another character [n]
	SUB + FLOOR  SUBFLOOR BFLOORSU rough floor laid as base for finished floor [n -S]
	SUB + FLUID  SUBFLUID BDFILSUU somewhat fluid [adj]
	SUB + FRAME  SUBFRAME ABEFMRSU frame for attachment of finish frame [n -S]
	SUB + GENRE  SUBGENRE BEEGNRSU subdivision of genre [n -S]
	SUB + GENUS  SUBGENUS BEGNSSUU subdivision of genus [n -ERA, -ES]
	SUB + GRADE  SUBGRADE ABDEGRSU surface on which pavement is placed [n -S]
	SUB + GRAPH  SUBGRAPH ABGHPRSU graph contained within larger graph [n -S]
	SUB + GROUP SUBGROUP BGOPRSUU to divide into smaller groups [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	SUB + HUMAN SUBHUMAN ABHMNSUU one that is less than human [n -S]
	SUB + HUMID  SUBHUMID BDHIMSUU somewhat humid [adj]
	SUB + INDEX  SUBINDEX BDEINSUX subfix (distinguishing symbol or letter written below another character) [n -ES, -DICES]
	SUB + LEASE  SUBLEASE ABEELSSU to sublet (to rent leased property to another) [v -D, -SING, -S]
	SUB + LEVEL  SUBLEVEL BEELLSUV lower level [n -S]
	SUB + LIMIT  SUBLIMIT BIILMSTU limit within limit [n -S]
	SUB + LUNAR  SUBLUNAR ABLNRSUU pertaining to earth [adj]
	SUB + MERGE SUBMERGE BEEGMRSU to place below surface of liquid [v -D, -GING, -S]
	SUB + NASAL  SUBNASAL AABLNSSU situated under nose [adj]
	SUB + NICHE  SUBNICHE BCEHINSU subdivision of habitat [n -S]
	SUB + NODAL  SUBNODAL ABDLNOSU situated under node [adj]
	SUB + OCEAN  SUBOCEAN ABCENOSU existing below floor of ocean [adj]
	SUB + OPTIC  SUBOPTIC BCIOPSTU situated under eyes [adj]
	SUB + ORDER SUBORDER BDEORRSU category of related families within order [n -S]
	SUB + OVATE  SUBOVATE ABEOSTUV nearly ovate [adj]
	SUB + OXIDE  SUBOXIDE BDEIOSUX oxide containing relatively little oxygen [n -S]
	SUB + PANEL  SUBPANEL ABELNPSU subdivision of panel [n -S]
	SUB + PHASE  SUBPHASE ABEHPSSU subdivision of phase [n -S]
	SUB + PHYLA  SUBPHYLA ABHLPSUY SUBPHYLUM, taxonomic division forming part of phylum [n] / divisions within phylum [n SUBPHYLA]
	SUB + POLAR  SUBPOLAR ABLOPRSU situated just outside polar circles [adj]
	SUB + PRIME  SUBPRIME BEIMPRSU denoting loan that is at higher interest rate than prime rate [adj]
	SUB + PUBIC  SUBPUBIC BBCIPSUU situated under pubis [adj]
	SUB + SCALE  SUBSCALE ABCELSSU subdivision of scale [n -S]
	SUB + SENSE  SUBSENSE BEENSSSU subdivision of sense [n -S]
	SUB + SERVE  SUBSERVE BEERSSUV to serve to promote [v -D, -VING, -S]
	SUB + SHAFT  SUBSHAFT ABFHSSTU shaft that is beneath another shaft [n -S]
	SUB + SHELL  SUBSHELL BEHLLSSU one of orbitals making up electron shell of atom [n -S]
	SUB + SHRUB  SUBSHRUB BBHRSSUU low shrub [n -S]
	SUB + SKILL  SUBSKILL BIKLLSSU subordinate skill [n -S]
	SUB + SOLAR  SUBSOLAR ABLORSSU situated directly beneath sun [adj]
	SUB + SONIC  SUBSONIC BCINOSSU moving at speed less than that of sound [adj]
	SUB + SPACE  SUBSPACE ABCEPSSU subset of mathematical space [n -S]
	SUB + STAGE  SUBSTAGE ABEGSSTU part of microscope for supporting accessories [n -S]
	SUB + STATE  SUBSTATE ABESSTTU subdivision of state [n -S]
	SUB + STORM SUBSTORM BMORSSTU disturbance in planetary magnetic field [n -S]
	SUB + TAXON  SUBTAXON ABNOSTUX subdivision of taxon [n -XA, -S]
	SUB + THEME  SUBTHEME BEEHMSTU subordinate theme [n -S]
	SUB + TITLE  SUBTITLE BEILSTTU to give secondary title to [v -D, -LING, -S]
	SUB + TONIC  SUBTONIC BCINOSTU type of musical tone [n -S]
	SUB + TOPIC  SUBTOPIC BCIOPSTU secondary topic [n -S]
	SUB + TOTAL  SUBTOTAL ABLOSTTU to total portion of [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S]
	SUB + TRACT  SUBTRACT ABCRSTTU to take away [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	SUB + TRADE  SUBTRADE ABDERSTU specialist hired by general contractor [n -S]
	SUB + TREND  SUBTREND BDENRSTU subordinate trend [n -S]
	SUB + TRIBE  SUBTRIBE BBEIRSTU subdivision of tribe [n -S]
	SUB + TUNIC  SUBTUNIC BCINSTUU tunic worn under another tunic [n -S]
	SUB + TWEET  SUBTWEET BEESTTUW to tweet about without referring to by name [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	SUB + URBAN  SUBURBAN ABBNRSUU one who lives in suburb [n -S]
	SUB + URBIA  SUBURBIA ABBIRSUU suburbs of city [n -S]
	SUB + VICAR  SUBVICAR ABCIRSUV subordinate vicar [n -S]
	SUB + VIRAL  SUBVIRAL ABILRSUV pertaining to part of virus [adj]
	SUB + VIRUS  SUBVIRUS BIRSSUUV viral protein smaller than virus [n -ES]
	SUB + VOCAL  SUBVOCAL ABCLOSUV mentally formulated as words [adj]
	SUB + WORLD SUBWORLD BDLORSUW subdivision of sphere of interest or activity [n -S]
	SUN +
	SUN + BAKED  SUNBAKED ABDEKNSU baked by sun [adj]
	SUN + BATHE  SUNBATHE ABEHNSTU to take sunbath [v -D, -HING, -S]
	SUN + BEAMY  SUNBEAMY ABEMNSUY SUNBEAM, beam of sunlight [adj]
	SUN + BLOCK  SUNBLOCK BCKLNOSU preparation to protect skin from sun's rays [n -S]
	SUN + BURST  SUNBURST BNRSSTUU burst of sunlight [n -S]
	SUN + CHOKE SUNCHOKE CEHKNOSU type of sunflower [n -S]
	SUN + DRESS  SUNDRESS DENRSSSU dress with abbreviated bodice [n -ES]
	SUN + DROPS SUNDROPS DNOPRSSU flowering plant [n SUNDROPS]
	SUN + GLASS  SUNGLASS AGLNSSSU lens for concentrating sun's rays in order to produce heat [n -ES]
	SUN + LIGHT  SUNLIGHT GHILNSTU light of sun [n -S]
	SUN + PORCH SUNPORCH CHNOPRSU  porch that admits much sunlight [n -ES]
	SUN + PROOF  SUNPROOF FNOOPRSU resistant to damage by sunlight [adj]
	SUN + SCALD  SUNSCALD ACDLNSSU injury of woody plants caused by sun [n -S]
	SUN + SHADE SUNSHADE ADEHNSSU something used as protection from sun [n -S]
	SUN + SHINE  SUNSHINE EHINNSSU light of sun [n -S]
	SUN + SHINY  SUNSHINY HINNSSUY SUNSHINE, light of sun [adj]
	SUN + STONE  SUNSTONE ENNOSSTU variety of quartz [n -S]
	SUR + BASED  SURBASED ABDERSSU SURBASE, molding or border above base of structure [adj]
	SYM +
	SYM + BIONT  SYMBIONT BIMNOSTY organism living in close association with another [n -S]
	SYM + PHONY  SYMPHONY HMNOPSYY orchestral composition [n -NIES]
	SYM + PODIA  SYMPODIA ADIMOPSY plant stems made up of series of superposed branches [n SYMPODIA]
	SYN +
	TEG +
	TOR +
	TRI +
	UNI +
	UNI + AXIAL  UNIAXIAL AAIILNUX having one axis [adj]
	UNI + COLOR  UNICOLOR CILNOORU of one color [adj]
	UNI + CYCLE  UNICYCLE CCEILNUY to ride one-wheeled vehicle [v -D, -LING, -S]
	UNI + FILAR  UNIFILAR AFIILNRU having only one thread, wire, or fiber [adj]
	UNI + LOBED  UNILOBED BDEILNOU having one lobe [adj]
	UNI + MODAL  UNIMODAL ADILMNOU having or involving one mode [adj]
	UNI + POLAR  UNIPOLAR AILNOPRU showing only one kind of polarity [adj]
	UNI + SEXES  UNISEXES EEINSSUX UNISEX, condition of not being distinguishable as to sex [n]
	UNI + TRUST  UNITRUST INRSTTUU type of annuity trust [n -S]
	UNI + VALVE  UNIVALVE AEILNUVV mollusk having single shell [n -S]
	UNI + VERSE  UNIVERSE EEINRSUV totality of all existing things [n -S]
	UNI + VOCAL  UNIVOCAL ACILNOUV word having only one meaning [n -S]

